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ABSTRACT

The objective of the Digface Characterization (DFC) Remote Testing project is to remotely

deploy a sensor head (Mini-Lab) across a digface to determine if it can characterize the contents

below the surface. The purpose of this project is to provide a robotics technology that allows removal

of workers from hazards, increases speed of operations, and reduces life cycle costs compared to
alternate methods and technologies. The Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWlD) is funding

the demonstration, testing, and evaluation of DFC.

This document describes the test plan for the DFC remote deployment demonstration for the

BWID. The purposes of the test plan are to establish test parameters so that the demonstration
results are deemed useful and usable and perform the demonstration in a safe manner and within all

regulatory requirements.
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Dlgfa©eCharacterization Test Plan (Remote Testing)

1. INTRODUCTION

Char_leritalion providesinformationthat is ncccssaryto determinewhich remedialaction is
he:rotsU|ted rot it p.rticular wMtc _ite, Characterizationof all U. S. Department of Energy(DOE)
!il_ with hurledha=ardousand/orradioactivewasteisnecessaryto provide informationto aid in the
¢_aflup and te_loralion of the environment at these sites, Digface Characterization (DFC) provides
_v_tal e-ent|al mdvantallelover current manual characterization:

. 1timpnwe_ salcty by removinl;workersfrom potentially hazardous waste sites (before and
gut|nitremovedt_f_oil overburden),

, It tlccr=ale_time for characterization hy allowing tbr the simultaneous use of multiple
__n_ormratherthan onesensorat a time.

* It decreasescostshy _upp**rtingrapid characterization of waste sites with multiple sensors

, It incrcasct_the Iocational precision and accuracy of where the contents are beneath the

_i_ _ctton provides an introduction to)the test plan, Section 1.1 discusses the technology and
provides htickgrtlundinformation, Section 1,2 addresses the scope of the test. Section 1.3 gives the
pul|_ of the test and the test objectives. Section 1.4 iden;ifics the technology agreement with
Buried WaJtc [ntellrated Demonstration (BWID),

1.1 DFC Technology Description and Background

The DEC pn_tt_typical dcl)lt)yment system consists of an array of remotely controlled
i!coph_icat, radioh)gical, and chemical sensors packaged in a sensor head; a gantry crar_e with a
_hillinll arm fi_rdeployment of the sensor package; Mini-Lab for data acquisition, storage, reduction,
and dl_play; and a control station, Sensors being deployed by the crane include (a) a metal detector,
lh) majnetorncters, (c) a chemical detector, and (d) a gamma radiation detector. The sensor head
w_ developed to hc a platform for deploying a variety of sensors that may be interchanged for
_ci[i¢ applications,

The gantrycraneis a 3.ton unit that includes three axes of motion. The first axis (referred to
the x.a_is) provides approximately 30 ft of linear travel distance. The second axis (referred to as

the y.axis) is th_ trolley, exhibiting approximately 9.ft of movement. The third axis of motion
(r=ft_rrcdto a, the z.axis) is the mast assembly, which has approximately 40 in. of vertical motion.

_ gantry _y_tcmis an industry available unit that has been modified to allow for remote
o_ratton_, The mast assembly was designed and fabricated at the INEL, then interfaced with the
or,n= ,t the crane manufacturer's facility, The crane has variable speed capability in each of the
thr==-,_es of motion. The x. and y-axes are designed for speeds of 0 to 30 ft/minute. The z-axis has



capability of 0 to 80 in./minute. Each axis is provided with closed loop position feedback by the
implementation of incremental encoders.

Mounted to the mast assembly is a six axes hydraulic servo-controlled manipulator system. The

manipulator system provides for the deployment of end effectors (tools) of various configurations and

uses. Examples of some of these tools are a plasma arc cutting torch, mechanical cutting equipment

(saws), and sensor packages (for hazardous material character,ization). Each of the six axes on the
manipulator also includes closed loop position feedback. Mounted in the manipulator wrist is a six

axis force/torque sensor that provides for controlling the amount of force that the arm may apply.

The force levels are adjustable at the operator station between 0 and 750 lb.

Closed circuit television cameras are mounted around the room to provide real-time viewing for

operations personnel during system operations. The camera pan/tilt units are controlled by the

system to automatically follow the movements of the manipulator end effector.

The gantry, manipulator, and camera pan/tilt units are controlled by a 16-axis controller that

interfaces the system with the operations person(s) and provides supervisory control to the system.

The controller also includes real-time simulation graphics capability, which allows the operator to

visualize operations through the simulation. Operations may be performed in any of three modes.
Modes 1 and 2 will be used most frequently for the unstructured environments that are anticipated.
The three modes are

1. Teleoperated.-The operator, using available control interfaces (joy sticks, a computer

mouse, spaceball, and Schilling master control device), manually operates the system.

2. Telerobotic--The operator teaches paths to the system via the previously mentioned

interfaces, manipulates and combines paths, stores them to file, and replays them as
needed.

3. Robotics--The operator programs (using C or another appropriate computer languagc) the

controller and replays the program as needed.

The system is supported by a sophisticated simulation graphics workstation. The workstation,

built by Silicon Graphics, Inc., provides the capability of system simulation modeling. Motions

performed within each operating mode can be seen as they happen on 3-D simulations of the work

cell. A drawback to the simulation is that the system does not automatically update changes to the
workcell. Currently, these require manual updating of the models. Automatic updating is being

investigated.

The system is controlled and data are collected at a control station, which is housed in a room

adjacent to the crane in the North Boulevard Robotics Center (NBRC). The system is shown in

Figure 1.

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has developed a miniaturized in situ characterization

laboratory, called Mini-Lab. Mini-Lab consists of a flexible software and hardware architecture for

the acquisition, display, interpretation, and archival of sensor data.



Figure 1. The gantry crane, with a Schilling arm, will be used to deploy the DFC sensors. The crane
system is located at the NBRC.



Mini-Lab consists of three main parts: (1) remote sensor package, (2) data acquisition and interface

electronics, and (3) computer base station. The computer base station (SUN Microsystems Spare 10

workstation) is attached to an Ethernet that ties the robotic controller. This communications

interface allows the system components to exchange data and system commands with each other.
Because of this interface, Mini-Lab can tell the robot controller what to do. Mini-Lab also positions

and time-stamps data. Appendix A provides more information on Mini-Lab.

1.2 Scope of Tests

DFC is being developed to provide remote characterization of waste forms during remediation
of a buried waste site. A DFC prototypical deployment system will be demonstrated, tested, and

evaluated for the BWID Program at the NBRC, located at the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory (INEL). This test plan addresses testing of the gantry crane and Schilling arm

(prototypical deployment system), Mini-Lab, as well as the deployment of the sensor package using

the crane. The Test Plan for Dig[ace Characterization Performance Testing _ covers testing of the

sensor package without the use of the crane.

A nonmetallic box has becn developed that will contain soil and simulated buried waste

configurations that may be encountered during characterization/remediation effbrts on buried waste

at various DOE sites. This box has been designed to fit beneath the gantry crane. Its function will
be to house various physical, chemical, and radiological targets for the demonstrations. During the

tests, the sensors that are being deployed by the gantry system will be passed over the waste box at

a variety of speeds and at varying heights from the targets. From the data collected during these

passes, the effectiveness of the delivery process, sensing elements, and data acquisition and data

reduction systems will be determined. A pictorial of the soil box is shown in Figure 2.

1.3 Purpose and Objectives of Test

The purpose of this project is to demonstrate remote delivery of multiple geophysical sensors

to a buried waste site, obtain data, and display data at the control station. The overall product will

include test data on the control system, data display package (Mini-Lab), crane, and sensor

deployment capabilities of the crane. The sensor package is being tested separately in a field test

environment under Test Plan for Digface Characterization Performance Testing x.

The DFC gantry system is (for these tests) comprised of the three-axis gantry, Schilling

manipulator, camera pan/tilt units, system controller, and Mini-Lab. The test objectives are

• Demonstrate and measure the accuracy of instrument placement by the DFC gantry

system--The overall system will be tested to determine the degree of positional accuracy

obtainable using this deployment system. These tests will include the placement of sensors

by the gantry, manipulator, and combined placement by both devices. Tests will be
repeated several times for statistical purposes.

• Determine the time required to perform a dig[ace survo]lThe system will be subjected to

testing that will determine the amount of time required to setup and run an operation and
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Figure 2. Diagram showing the soil box for the robotics gantry crane.
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the required personnel and equipment that are needed to perform the operation. The
effectiveness of data collection and interpretation utilizing these methods will be addressed.

• Demonstrate and measure the ability to detect and locate radioactive and hazardous

chemical hot spots--This test will deploy a gamma and gas specific sensors over the digface

to locate materials that have been strategically located within the waste box. The tests will

be run at varying speeds and distances from the digt'ace to generate optimum data. The
tests will be repeated several times for statistical purposes. Both of these sensors are

mounted in the sensor head that is a part of Mini-Lab.

• Demonstrate and measure the ability to detect and locate metal objects buried in the

digface--A 5-gal can will be placed in the soil box for use with the metal detector and

magnetometer. Soil will be removed between tests to obtain a data base of sensing

strength versus soil depth. The tests will be run at varying speeds and distances from the

digface to generate optimum data. The tests will be repeated several times for statistical

purposes. Both of these sensors are mounted in the sensor head that is a part of Mini-
Lab.

• Demonstrate tile capability and measure the accuracy of the automatic camera tracking

system--This test will investigate how well the camera pan/tilt units (which are servo-

controlled by the system controller) will follow the end effector of the Schilling

manipulator as it is moved around within the work space.

• Assess and measure systen7 avaUability.-A log of system operations will be maintained.

System/component failures will be logged, and the cost and time required to repair these

faults will be recorded. From the data collected, a figure for system availability will be
stated.

° Determine and measure the terrain following capabilities of the Shilling arm with Mini-Lab

sensors attached---To _btain data that are representative of the cnvirc)nmcnt, the svstcm will

dcploy the sensor package over the terrain in the soil box at specified standoff distances.

This will be accomplished by the installation of ultrasonic sensors to the Mini-Lab sensor

head. The ultrasonic sensor head is coupled with the Schilling controller and provides for
terrain following at constant distances above the terrain.

• Evaluate the control _ystem to determine needed human factor intprovements--This test will

provide qualitative feedback from operations personnel relative to the "user friendliness"

of the system. This test is found in Appendix B.

1.4 Technology Agreement

DFC is being developed through the BWID Program and the Buried Waste Robotics Program

(BWRP). The BWID Program and BWRPs are funding the demonstration, testing, and evaluation

of DFC remote deployment under Technical Task Plans #ID-1320-03 and AL-2132-02.



2. ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

2.1 Organizational Responsibilities

The DFC project manager (PM) has overall responsibilities for the project. Engineering,

Geoscicnces, and other required support personnel receive direction from the project manager

through approved work packages.

2.2 Description of Organizations

The DFC project is funded primarily by the BWID Program. The program is supported by the

Robotics Technology Development Program and EG&G Idaho, Inc. Geosciences personnel. A

description of the BWID Program and support groups is provided below.

2.2.1 Robotics Program

Participants from both the INEL and SNL provide support for digface characterization. SNL

is the lead laboratory for developing and providing the Mini-Lab, and the INEL is the lead laboratory

for upgrading the crane and performing the demonstration.

2.2.2 Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Program

The mission of the BWID Program is to demonstrate and evaluate technologies that are
potentially faster, better, cheaper, and/or safer for restoring buried waste sites. BWID provided

funding for this demonstration, test, and evaluation to show the capabilities of a remotely controlled

system to safely characterize buried wastes.

BWID is supported by various functional organizations within EG&G Idaho, Inc. In particular,

Geosciences personnel support the BWID DFC project in specifying and testing of the sensor head

package, l In addition, Geosciences is supporting the testing of the sensors using the gantry crane and

Schilling arm. Data reduction and interpretation of data will be provided by Geosciences personnel.

2.3 Personnel Support

This section covers personnel support for the tests at the NBRC. At the INEL, a BWID DFC

PM will have the overall responsibility in decision making during the demonstration. If a safety

concern arises, the DFC PM and safety engineer will decide how to solve the problem or terminate

testing. If the DFC tests at the INEL take longer than planned, the PM will have the authority to

delay or defer testing as necessary to balance overall project objectives.

Equipment operators will be supplied by the INEL BWRP. Their main responsibilities will be
to operate the equipment from the control station and monitor the data displays.

The Idaho Research Center (IRC) emergency response team will be responsible for responding
to any emergencies related or unrelated to the DFC tests at the NBRC. The INEL DFC Robotics

demonstration PM will be responsible for ensuring that all of the appropriate tests are conducted in

innnll II I I I IIIIIIIII I II
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accordance with the procedures identified in this test plan. The PM will also coordinate activities to
ensure that data logbooks are completed and stored properly, test changes, and photography and

video production. The INEL DFC PM will coordinate any activities associated with maintenance

of the gantry crane, Schilling arm, and control station.

The SNL Robotics PM will coordinate any activities associated with maintenance of Mini-Lab.
The SNL Robotics PM will also be responsible for evaluating the data received during start-up of the

DFC testing to verify that no obvious problems in the system have been incurred during set-up.

The main personnel supporting this task are listed below.

George Schneider DOE-ID DOE ID DFC PM

Aran Armstrong DOE-ID BWID Oversight

Kevin Kostelnik INEL BWID Integrated Demonstration Coordinator
Richard Callow INEL BWID DFC PM

Reva Hyde INEL Robotics PM .
Kevin Croft INEL DFC Robotics Demonstration PM

Scott Allen INEL Robotics support

Nick Josten INEL Geosciences support
John Feddema SNL Robotics PM

Peter Boissiere SNL Robotics support

2.4 Testing Responsibilities

The responsibilities of the personnel involved in the testing of DFC are listed below.

• SNL test responsibilities---The manager at SNL is responsible for the following test:

- Installation of Mini-Lab in accordance with the objectives specified in Section 1.3 in
the NBRC environment.

° INEL test responsibilities---The program responsibilities are

Determine the precision and accuracy in locating waste

- Assess the ability to detect and locate radioactive and hazardous chemical hot spots

- Assess the response time and cost to characterize the simulated waste (time per area

and cost per area)

- Assess system availability

. Determine the terrain following capabilities of the system

- Evaluate the control system

- Evaluate the camera system

8
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- Evaluate the gantry crane

- Evaluate the Schilling arm

Coordinate audits

Media interfaces (through BWID)

The Geoscicnces responsibilities are

- Evaluate the sensors

- Evaluate the data and results

- Evaluate Mini-Lab.

• Data interpretation and evaluation--Interpretation and evaluation of the data taken during
testing will be the responsibility c_t"the persc_nnel most familiar with the equipment, as
listed below. Data interpretation will be explained and discussed in the Technc)logy
Evaluation Report.

- Sensors (Geosciences)

- Mini-Lab (SNL)

- Gantry crane (Robotics Program)

- Schilling arm (Robotics Program).

2.5 Qualifications and Training Required

All personnel operating equipment will be properly trained. This includes Incidental Crane
Operating Training (Hoisting/Rigging) and control system vendor training.

Persons handling radioactive and/or chemical sources shall be properly trained and certified for
that function.



3. DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

Tests on the DFC prototypical deployment system will be performed at the NBRC. The testing

will _bcus on seven separate efforts. These efforts will be to test the geophysical sensors, determine

gantry speed capability, determine gantry repeatability, investigate manipulator speed capability and

repeatability, and evaluate the Mini-Lab. The tests are designed to run independently of other
testing, and therefore, no specific order is required. Tests will be repeated as nec:essary to acquire

meaningful data. General descriptions of each test are given below; test procedures are included in

Appendix B. Test results will be provided in a technology evaluation report.

3.1 System Tests

All testing of the DFC prototypical deployment system will support system test objectives. Test

procedures are included in Appendix B. The DFC gantry tests, including data reduction and
conclusions, shall address the system test objectives as listed below:

, Determine the precision and accuracy of instrument placement by the DFC gantry system

This test will determine the ability of the robotics system to effectively deploy the Mini-

Lab sensor package and acquire data that are sufficient to determine waste location.

Target materials will be strategically placed in the soil box to support the testing. A 5-gal
container will be placed inside for use with the metal detector and magnetometer. Soil will

be removed between tests to obtain a data base of sensing strength versus soil depth. A

volatile org_mic compound [nonhazardous and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

approved] will be strategically placed into the waste box to be used with the specific gas

sensor, and a gamma source will be strategically located in the waste box to be used with

the gamma sensor.

° Assess the ability to detect and locate radioactive and hazardous chemical hot spots

The system's ability to detect and locate any radioactive and/or hazardous chemical hot

spots will be determined by putting retrievable chemical and radioactive sources down the

tubes located in the box containing the simulated buried waste. The DFC prototypical

deployment system would then survey the box containing the simulated waste. The

system's pertk_rmance in meeting this objective depends on the chemical sensor, radiation

detector, gantry crane, Schilling arm, data communications, and control system.

• Assess the response time to characterize the simulated waste

To assess the time to characterize the simulated waste, an average time to survey the

specified area will be calculated from multiple surveys. The speed the crane travels will
be documented. To assess the cost to characterize an area of this size, several items will

be considered, including but not limited to operating costs, maintenance costs, capital costs,
and remedial action costs.

I()



• Assess the system availability

The most important result of this test is to provide useful information so that this system
can be evaluated ['or use as a part of a remedial alternative. The input to Environmental
Restoration will be the Technology Evaluation Report. Environmental Restoration will
also have access to BWID's data base that will house all project information. Section 6.1.1
discusses what information will be inserted into the BWID data base. This project is in

its infancy and is planned for continued funding and development improvements in
subsequent fiscal years. Thercfore, the Technology Evaluation Report will document the
status of digface characterization as of this fiscal year, give results for the current system,
and provide suggestions for improvements.

• Determine the terrain following capabilities of the system

The ability of the control system to deploy the manipulator ovcr the digface and using the
ultrasonic sensors to provide for constant distance following of the terrain will be the focus
of this test.

• Evaluate the control system to determine needed human factor improvements

This will be a cursory evaluation to examine the "friendliness" of the system operating
interfaces. This procedure is outlined in Appendix B.

• Adequacy of the automatic tracking capability

This test will investigate how well the camera pan/tilt units will follow the end effector of
the Schilling arm as it is moved around within the workspace.

• Evaluate the ability to detect and locate metal objects buried in the digface

A 5-gal can will be placed in the soil box for use with the metal detector and
magnetometer. Soil will be removed between tc_;ts to obtain a data base of sensing
strength versus soil depth. The tests will be run at varying speeds and distances from the
digface to generate optimum data. The tests will be repeated several times for statistical
purposes. Both of these sensors are mounted in the sensor head that is part of Mini-Lab.

3.2 Uncertainty Analyses

Uncertainty analyses.will be performed for measurements and tests relating to the DFC
prototypical deployment system tests requested by BWID. Results will be documented in the
Technology Evaluation Report.

Two quantitative performance characteristics of a measurement system are precision and
accuracy, and these both will be determined, either experimentally or by engineering jt_dgment. They
will be given for systems that affect any of the system test objectives discussed in Section 3.1.
Precision and accuracy parameters will be developed for the system.

11



The precision and accuracy of the measurement system will be estimated from test
measurements, and both a best estimate and a 95% confidence interval will be given for precision and
accuracy. In the event that a particular test is invalid for some reason or the data are lost, best
engineering judgement will be used to determine precision and accuracy of the system. This will be
documented in the final report.

3,3 Contingency Plan

Tests will be discontinued in the event of adverse conditions that seriously affect testing (e.g.,
spills and fires), an equipment failure or an accident or emergency at the testing site. The INEL
DFC Robotics Demonstration PM and the BWID DFC PM will evaluate the situation to determine

the most appropriate method to meet the test objectives. In the event that testing deviates from this i
test plan, the test procedures will be "red-lined" in the field and initialled by the INEL DFC Robotics
Demonstration PM and the BWlD DFC PM and copies of these altered procedures will be provided
to BWID within 2 weeks and will become a lifetime quality record.,i

12
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4. SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES

The sequence of activities for the remote testing portion of the DFC experiments is not critical.
Each test is designed to run indepe,,dently of all other tests. The chart shown in Figure 3 lists all
the test to be performed.

_----,..........-- Instrumentplacementtests

............ Digfacesurvey time tests

........-,L - .........Hazardousmaterial locationtests

Digface ........-_ ....--_Metal object locationte;ts
characterization-

testing _ -_--_ Camera trackingtests

.........-_,- System availabilitytests

...... - -- Terrainfollowingtests

-- .... Human factorstests

Figure 3. Testing activities.

13
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5. SAMPLING AND DATA

The data obtainedfrom operationof the Mini.Lab systemwill he collectedinto a data base,
archived on tape, and copied for long.term storage I'or BWID, The data will be scrutinizedby
professionalpersonnelwhoare familiarwiththeinstrumentsanddataacquisiticmequipment,qualili_,d
tn interpretdataol' thisnature, in additi¢_n,the Mini.L=lbsystemprovidesIhcC=ll_lbilityt_fproviding
output in formsthat havealreadyundergonea certaindegreeof data reduction_mdinterpret=Ilion,
Samplinganddata acquisitionwill be _lsdefined in the testingproceduresfoundin Appendix B,

14



l_ne gant_ ,system i.s an industry available unit that has been modified to allow for remote
i_rallon_ The maatasavmbly was designed and fabricated at the INEL, then interfaced with the
t'tan_ at the crane manufilcturcr'a facility. The crane has variable speed capability in each of the
lhre_,a_e_ _tr misfit)n, The x. and y-axes are designed for speeds of 0 to 30 ft/minute. The z-axis has

6. DOCUMENT CONTROL

EO&O Idaho procedures for document control will be followed for this project.

6.1 Data Management

i,!,1 IIWID Requirements

Data will bc managed in the manner that best protects the credibility of the data and is in
ct!mpllanea with the BWID Project Management Plan. In addition, the project shall comply to the
Gfl_nj BWID data management policy:

I. Management of electronic data

a, The project shall define the format, acquire the data, back up the data, control the
configuration of the data, technically document the data, generate processed data,
andarchive the data.

h, The project shall submit to BWID a copy of all configuration controlled data (raw
and processed) and appropriate technical documentation acquired during the course
of the demonstration testing. Project shall submit complete copies of final
configuration controlled raw and processed data with appropriate technical
documentation to BWID with the final report.

2. Management of reports

a, The project shall draft reports, obtain and incorporate review comments, obtain
approvals, archive, and control the configuration of data via a project Technology
Demonstration File.

b. Copies of all draft reports shall be submitted to BWID. Copies of all final reports
shall be submitted to BWID with an electronic copy.

_. Management of logbooks

a, Data shall be recorded in logbooks in accordance with EG&G Idaho guidelines.

b. All logbook entries shall be photocopied at the end of each week of the
demonstration, with copies delivered to BWlD.

6.1,2 Project File

The project shall establish a project file that complies with all the requirements of the BWID
program. The project file shall be a repository of all hard copy data (e.g., letters, reports, and
©ngineering analysis) and electronic copy, original, and backup (e.g., data and processing software)
information. The file shall have an index to configuration control file contents and facilitate locating

15
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items in the file. Originals shall not be released but dated copies will be available to anyone. At the

end of the testing, all data records from the project file will be scanned into the BWID data base.

6.1.3 Description of Data

Data contained in the project file will include the Technical Task Plan, authorized work

packages, any change control document requests, and other administrative documentation. In

addition, the project file will contain engineering drawing, analysis, and technical communication

information. Vendor information that applies to the project will be contained in the file.

6.1.4 Video Production

A video will be taken of the DFC demonstration at the NBRC. The purpose of the video is

to document the demonstration as well as serve as a means of communicating information on the

robotics tests to the media and public.

6.1.5 Data Reporting

To ensure that the demonstration results are reported to interested parties, the following two

methods of data reporting will be used.

1. Technology Evaluation Report--The data generated by the demonstration as well as

information on the planning and conductance of tests will be assembled and documented

in a Technology Evaluation Report. The Technology Evaluation Report will summarize

the tests, test results, and lessons learned and will provide recommendations for further

development.

2. Publications--Information on the demonstrations and results will be submitted for

publication to the Waste Management '94 Conference and other waste management or

environmental restoration related journals, conferences, and meetings.

6.2 Test Plan Changes

Change requests to this plan may be initiated by any person participating in demonstration, test,

and evaluation activities but must be approved by the DFC Robotics Demonstration PM. There will

be two levels of changes as follows.

Level one changes are modifications to the configuration of this plan that will nullify previously

performed verification and validation efforts. Simply stated, such a change would raise uncertainty
about whether or not the same test results would be achieved if the test were repeated. Level one

change requests must be clearly documented. The documentation must specify the reasons for the

change, current condition, proposed condition following the change, explanation of the increased

benefits versus increased costs, and secondary changes that will be necessary as a result of the primary

change. Level one change requests will be reviewed and approved by the DFC Robotics

Demonstration PM. The reviews and approvals will be clearly documented. Level one changes will

require revalidation of the system for testing. Implementation of level one changes and revalidation

of the system for testing will be under the direction of the DFC Robotics Demonstration PM.
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Level two changes are those changes to the configuration of this plan that will not nullify the

verification and validation achieved during testing. Simply stated, such a change would not raise

uncertainty about whether or not the same test results would be achieved if the test were repeated.

Level two changes shall be clearly documented in the daily logbook and reviewed, approved, and

implemented according to the appropriate operating procedures and test plan. Level two changes

will not require revalidation of the system before the continuation of testing.

In the event that testing deviates from this test plan, the test procedures will be "red-lined" in
the field and initialled by the INEL DFC Robotics Demonstration PM, and copies of these altered

procedures will be provided to BWID within 2 weeks and will become a lifetime quality record.

6.3 Other Documents

Logbooks will be controlled in accordance with EG&G Idaho procedures. All logbook entries
shall be photocopied at the end c_feach week of the demonstration and copies delivered to BWlD.
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7. ANALYTICAL METHODS

Data reduction algorithms are described in detail in the applicable Mini-Lab user's manual.
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8. DATA REDUCTION, VALIDATION, AND VERIFICATION

8.1 Data Reduction

Mini-Lab displays analysis of sensor data within seconds of its acquisition. The system not only

provides real-time display of in situ sensor data, but it also archives and recalls data frc_m previous
sensor scans. The real-time data interpretation provided by Mini-Lab will be compared with data

from both the preprocessed data and the known location of the objects in the box c¢_ntaining

simulated waste. This work will be accomplished by individuals qualified to perform this function.

8.2 Data Validation/Verification

Geosciences personnel will evaluate DFC test data real-time using their experience and

knowledge to verify that the test and acquired data are credible. Test results or data that are not
credible will be considered a test failure, and an engineering evaluation will be made to decide if the

test will be repeated, modified, or the test failure simply documented and the next test started. Data

will not be acccptcd if they were not taken in accordance with the established prc_ccdures.

i
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9. QUALITY ASSURANCE

9.1 Data Quality Objectives

Data will be obtained with the best available instrumentation within the stated budget of the
project. Instrumentation will be calibrated as necessary and operated within the stated calibration
range for the instrument.

The data quality objectives (DQOs) include reviews by the DFC PM, project engineer, SNL
personnel, and Geosciences personnel to verify that data are within required specifications. Tests will
run to meet quality level B requirements, and will comply to the requirements of Quality Program
Plan, QPP-377.

The following discussion of the detailed DQO includes a restatement of the test objective, the
DQO for that test objective, and a statement of the uncertainty for the measurements to be taken
to meet the DQO with a short discussion of how each uncertainty specification was developed.

The tests will be divided into two categories: (1) system test objectives and (2) compcmcnt test
objectives. The overall product will include test data on the control system, data display package
(Mini-Lab), crane, and sensor deployment capabilities of the crane. The sensor package is being
tested separately, in a field test environment, under Test Plan for DiJace Characterization
Performance Testing.1

9.2 Test Objectives

The DFC gantry system, is (for these tests) comprised of the three.axis gantry, Schilling Titan
7F manipulator, camera pan/tilt units, system controller, and Mini-Lab. The system tests will have
the tbllowing system test objectives:

• Test Objective--Demonstrate amLmeasure the accuracy ofinstrumentplacement by the DFC
gantry system. The overall system will be tested to determine the degree of positional
accuracy obtainable using this deployment system. These tests will include the placement
of sensors by the gantry, manipulator, and combined placement by both devices. Tests will
be repeated several times for statistical purposes.

Data Quality Objective--Determine with a 95% confidence that the system & repeatable
within +/- 1 in.

Uncertainty-- +/- 1/4 &. The uncertainty is derived from the calibration of the
measurement instruments and the methods use for reading those instruments.

• Test Objective--Determ&e the time to perform a dig[acesurvey. The system willbe subjected
to testing that will determine the amount of time required to setup and run an operation
and the required personnel and equipment that are needed to perform the operation. The
effectiveness of data collection and interpretation utilizing these methods willbe addressed.
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Data Quality Objcctivc--Detem_ine with a 95% confidence the time to survey a given amount

o/sur/acearea.

Uncertainty-- +/- 30 seconds, This uncertainty is derived using engineering judgment.

• Test Objcctivc-.Demonstrate and measure the ability to detect at_d locate metal objects

buried in the simulated di:qdce. This test will determine the sensor package's ability to

locate buried metal objects is the digfacc. A 5-gal can will be placed inside the digface I'_r
use with the metal dctcctc_r and magnetometer.

Data Quality Objcctive--Determim _with a 95% confidence the location of buried metal
objects within +/. 6 in.

Uncertainty-. +/. 1 in. This uncertainty is derived from the accuracy of the

instrumentation, their calibratitm, and the pc_sitioning equipment.

• Test Objective--Demonstrate and measure the ability to detect and locate radioactit'e and

hazardous chemical hot s/mrs. This tc:t will dcl}lt)y gamm_l ;lml gas specific .scns_rs twcr

the digfac¢ to locate materials that have been strategically located within the waste b_x.
"l I t ,' tThe tests will bc run at varying speeds and distances from the digfacc to generate optimum

data. The tests will bc repeated several times ft_r statistical purposes. B_th of these
sensors arc mounted in the " "_scns_ r head that is a part of Mini-l.ab.

Data Quality Objective--Determine with a 95% cot(j_detwe the Iocati_m o1'httried nlalerials,

chemical and radioactive hot spots within +/. 6 in.

Uncertainty-- +/. 1 in. "['his uncertainty is derived from the accuracy tff the

instrumentation, their calibrati_m, and the pt_sititming equipment.

• Test Objcctivc--Dem_m_trate the Calmhilitv and t_leClstlre tilt' tl_*('llr(lc'V ¢Jf IIIU tllltomali_'

camera tracking system. This test will investigate how well the c_lmcra pan/tilt units (which

arc scrvo-controllcd by the system controller) will folh_w the end of lector of the Schilling

manipulator as it is moved art_und within the work space.

Data Quality Objective--Determine with a 95% confidence tile accuracy of the automatic

camera tracking system to fiJllow ttle end effector of ttle SchUling arm. Success will b¢ to
kccp the end ¢ffcctor in the center o1' the monitor picture +/- 3 in. ( I/4 of the mtmitor's
screen width).

Uncertainty-- +/. I in. This unccrtainty is derived from engineering judgment.

• Test Objcctivc--,qssess and measure system at,ailability. A log o1'system opcratitms will beI

maintained. System/component l'ailurcs will bc logged, and the cost and time required to

repair these faults will be recorded. From the data collected, a figure for system

availability will be stated.

21
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Data Quality Objective--Determine with a 95% conJMence that the syvtem availability is
99%.

Uncertainty-- +/- 50% This uncertainty is derived from engineering judgment. The
uncertainty is extremely high due the short duration of the lest timu and that only one
system will he tested. One system is not a representative sample, and life testing w¢_uld
require months(ff eontinuc_us(_peraticm.

, Test Objective--Determine terrain/'tdlnwing capabilities of the S/filling nnn with M#ti.l, nb
sensors attached. To c_htaindata that are representative of the environment, the system
will deploy the sens(_r packagc _wer the terrain in the still box at sp_:cil'icd standtfff
distances. This will be accc_mplishudby installing ultras_micsensc_rstt_the Mini.Lab sensc_r
head. The ultrasonic sensor head is coupled with the Schilling ctmtroller and prtwidcs for i

S _'*i "*_ !terrain folk_wingat, peclied distancesoff of the terrain.

Data Quality Objective--Determine with a 95% confidence that the sensor head cnn he
controlled to ntninlnin n ctmstnnt height +/. I in, ahot'e the temtin during n _'urt,ev,

Uncertainty-- +/. 1 in. This uncertainty is derived from engineering judgment and the
error inv_lvcd in taking measurements.

, Test Ohjective-Et'aluate the cnntrnl system to de/ermine needed human fnc/nr
imprnvenwnts, This test will pr¢_videqualitative feedback lr¢_m¢_perati¢)nsperstmnel
relative t_ th_ "user friendliness" td' tht: system. This t_zstis lkmnd in APi_zndix B,

Data Quality Ohjcctive--N¢_ c_mt'idence level will he pr_vid_d. The data taken will he tff
a subjective nature, However, th_ case t_l'_peration t_l'the system will he evaluated and
rep_rted _n.

U nccrtaintv--N_t al_plicahl¢.

9,3 Internal Quality Control Cheeks

Internal quality c_ntr_l checkswill he perf_rmed during and after testing. These include the
INEL DFC Rt_hoticsDemtmstration PM responsible tier the tests reviewing ct_mpletenessand

s,,accuracyof the It_gh_t_ks,executingl_erf_rmanceandsystemaudits (,_:t:Section9.4), and checking
to ensure that the establishedpr_ceduresare heing h_ll_wcd.

9.4 Performance and System Audits

Puriormanceaudits are conducted tc_quantitatively evaluate the c_utputo1'a measurement
system. Systemaudits are conducted to qualitatively evaluate the operational details of a quality
assurance(QA) program. These auditswill he conductedinternally.
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A perff)rmance audit will he conducted hy a QA engineer at the time o1'the dcrnonstratit)n at
the NBRC, This audit will involve developing a chcckiist o1"critical opcnitit)ns and dctcrmining

whcthcr thc operation wascomplctcd satisfactorily. Section 9,5 discus,_cscorrective action.

A systemaudit to verify that the instrument(s) arc operating within expected parameters will
hc donc hct'(_rcand al'tcr the NBRC demonstration hy the rcspcctivc opcr=ltionspersonnel. This
int'ormati()nwill hc documented in logbooks. In addition, a post systemaudit will hc pcrl'ormcd to
determine how well the data corrclatcs to knt)wn dat=l I'_r the simulatedw==stch()x.

9.5 CorrectlveActlon

I1' it is detcrmincd thut the dat=l hcing takcn will n¢)t mcct the test ohjcctivcs hcc=luscot' =in

equipment mail'unction or other rcasons,the criteria to continue the demonstration will hc hascdon
the following:

I. IftheBWID DFC PM and theINEL DFC Roh(_ticsDcmt_nstr=iti¢)nPM c_mcstahlishand

implcmcnt_icorrective_=ctionusingtheexistingprocedure==ndwithoutc¢)ml_mmisingthe

testt_hj¢ctP,,'¢s,_r dr_i_tic=illycllcctillgeitheror)st¢_rschedule,thentheymay iml_Icmcnt
the c(_rrcctivc action

.. N:"_ Ii'thecorrectiveactiondeterminedhy theDFC PM _in¢lI El..R,lhoticsDcmonstration

PM does compromisethetestohjcctivc,_,ch==ngcstheexistingpr_)ccdures,or dr=J,_lic=dly
_l'i'cct._cost_)rschedule,then the DFC PM, R()h()ticsl)cm()n_lr=iti_nPM, _md QA

engineer mu,_t_q_pro,,'c_1'the pl_=nhcl'_)rciml)lcrrlcnlaii_)n,
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10. EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS

To the greatestextent possible,all instrumentsandequipmentwill be calibratedwith approved
calibration procedures, Before all tests, the responsibletest engineerwill ensureall equipment
requiring calibrationis within their calibrationdates. Specificdetails(including range, accuracy,
t_leranccrequirements,caiihrationprocedures,a preventativemaintenanceschedule,anda list ¢d"
criticalsparep,rts} on all thetest equipmentandinstrumentationisgivenin the manul'acturer'sdata
sheetsfound in AppendixC. All equipmentwill he lockedup at night andon daysit will not he
requiredinsidethe NSRC.
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11. SUPPLIES AND UTILITIES

This section addresses the supplies, utilities, and t'acilitics that will hc rcquired to dcmonstratc
DFC at the NBRC.

Utilitics arc conveniently available _nd will supply electricity for the control systcms _lnd d_ta
collection and transfcr equipment. Fire extinguishers and the IR(', emergency response team will also
hc avaih_hlcduring thedcmonslrati_min c_lseot'I'irc¢_rrclcasc(_i'hazard_usm_ltcri_d(hydr_lulicIluid
spill),

Office space, water, and lavatory t'acilitics arc provided in thc NBRC.
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12. HEALTH AND SAFETY

This section addresses the health and safety issues for the demonstration. All work pertbrmed
at the NBRC must be reviewed and approved by the Facility Health and Safety Representative and
documented in Safe Work Permits. All work will be performed in full compliance with all of the
health and safety requirements for the BWID project as spelled c_ut in the BWID Project
Management Plan.

12.1 Hazard Analysis

The demonstrationwill be performedon clean,simulatedwaste. A chemicaland radiation
source will bc used in the tubes in the simulated waste box under very controlled conditic_ns. Safety

is the highest priority for operations at DOE facilities, and risks to workers must be removed to the
greatest extent possible. Prcwiding operators with the ability to control the equipment at a safe
distance from the waste is the most reliable method of protecting them from the hazards mentioned
above. The remotely controlled crane, then, involves less risk than conventional manned equipment
and is a safer method of hazardc'_us/radioactivewaste charactcrizaticm. Since safety is increased by

develt)ping remote tcchnt_lt)gies,and the dcmonstratitm will involve only very limited risk, regulatory
and public acceptance of DFC is expected.

The hazard classification determined for the DFC demonstration is "routinely accepted by the

public.''a

12.2 Employee Training

All personnel operating equipment will be properly trained. This includes Incidental Crane
Operating Training (Hoisting/Rigging) and control system vendor training. All personnel involved
in the demonstrations (c_ther than short-term visitors who must be escorted by a qualified person at
all times) must have up-try-date blue card training bct'_rc receiving access tt_ the NBRC and crane
area.

12.3 Protective Equipment

Specificprotectiveequipmentwillbeasspecifiedin thetestingpmcedu=csandin theSateWork
Permits. The INEI., will provide hard hats and safety glasses, where needed (in the crane area).
Safety shoes may be required for those entering the crane area but will not be available at the
NBRC.

12.4 Emergency Response Plan

The tests will be conducted at the NBRC. The IRC emergency team will be alerted to the
demonstrations and will be available in case c)fan accident. In the event of an emergency, the NBRC

_ III II II _____ _ " _ "_ ......... _ _,rr, : ' .......

a. R. Peatross, "Tentative Hazard Classification li)r Demonstration of Digface Characterization,
June 1993.
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Emergency Response Plan would be followed. In the event of a spill (such as hydraulic fluid), the
NBRC spill plan will be foiiowed,b

m

b. Letter from Doug Ardry to Ron Hilker, "ERAD In-Town Facility Spill Control Plan," DEA-10-93.
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13. RESIDUALS MANAGEMENT

This suction addressesresidualsmanagement. For the NBRC demonstrationof DFC, a
radioactivesourceanda nonhazardouschemical(:'37Csandcthan_)l)will he usedtt) demonstratethe
radiationdetector and chemicalscnst)ron the sensorhead. The radiation source is used for

equipmentcalibrationat the INEL andwill bc returnedto storageafter us,:, A radii)actives¢)urc¢
custodianwillsupplythesourcett:)theNBRC, accompanyit at all times,andwill be rcspt,nsiblefor
its return. The nonhazardouschemicalusedlhr the chemicalsensorwill b¢ disposedof pr_pcrlyin
a landfillafter thedum¢)nstration.

The simulated waste box will be stt)rcd at the NBRC for future tests _t"this system as well as
other systems.

28
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14. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

This section addresses regulatory requirements for the DFC demonstration. Since the
demonstration will be performed at on simulated waste and not on actual waste the only regulatory
r_qutrement that needs to be complied with is NEPA.

14.1 National EnvironmentalPolicy Act

The environmental impact from this demonstration will be minimal. Characterizing the
_tmulated waste will result only in short.term noise. The crane and noise effects are negligible. The
simulated waste in the test box is nonhazardous and nonradioactive and will not have a significant
impact on the environment.

An environmental checklist was submitted to BWID for these activities. For these

demt_nstrations, BWID prepared a categorical exclusion that has been approvcd by DOE Idaho
Operations OMce.
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Information on Mini-Lab
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Mini-Lab

Sandia National Laboratories has As an example, present field sampling (1) the remote sensor package, (2) the
developed a miniaturized in situ for underground tad.waste storage data acquisition and interface
characterization laboratory, called tanks are expensive, time-consuming, electronics, and (3) the computer base
Mini-Lab, for on.site analysis of and hazardous to human health. Core station. These parts are described
hazardous materials. The focus of the sampling, a common technique used below:
Mini-Lab project is not to invent the in the characterization of waste tanks,
sensors and transducers needed for can take up to six months and can (1) Mini.Lab's remote sensor package
characterization, but to develop a cost more than $.300,000 per sample, is a small, lightweight, low power
flexible software and hardware Additionally, there is a real risk to module that can be positioned under
architecture for the acquisition, human health because of the large robotic or'tele-operated control. This
display, interpretation, and archival of number of people exposed to the module is made up of a decon.
sensor data. By creating a robust waste during the removal, trans- taminable shell that houses the suite
frameworkthat can accept off-the- portation, analysis, and disposal of the of chemical, radiological, and physical
shelf and custom sensors, samples. This conventional process property sensors. The sizeof sensor
characterization systems can be more also generates additional waste package and type of sensors included
rapidly ancl:cost-effectively deployed, because the handling devices and depend on the site and application-
An operator can quickly reconfigure instrumentation that come into specific needs. The design of the
the system to incorporate new or contact with the samples also become architecture was governed by the
different types of sensors as the contaminated and must be properly philosophy to make it as flexible as
application requires, disposed of. In contrast, using Mini-_ possible so that the userswould have a

Lab, operators are able to remotely . "plug and play" system to quickly
The Need: " analyze the waste by In-tank mapping evaluate various sensors.

without the risk to human health and

Mini-Lab provides a faster, safer, without generating waste. Although (2) The data acquisition and interface
and cheaper way of characterizing this may not completely eliminate the electronics hardware is needed to
hazardous sites than present field need for core sampling, it could support the sensor package. This
sampling. The sensor package can dramatically reduce the number of specially designed circuitry was
be positioned by a variety of samples that would otherwise be developed to reduce the signal noise
means including robotic or tele. required, present when communicating with
operated arms, mobile vehicles, or
the package may be positioned Mini-Lab's in situ
overa conveyor belt with measurements have
hazardous materials. This in situ the additional benefits
method of characterization of providing a much
removes the operator from the faster turnaround time
hazardous environment. Applications than off.site lab

in which Mini-Lab. would be analysis. The data can
beneficial include: be analyzed as they are

being acquired so that
- Remediation of underground if additional data is

storage tanks and hazardous required, real-time
waste landfills, decisions can be made

Mapping, surveillance and to repeat a sensor pass
reconnaissance in space and over a site or take

other dangerous environments, additional readings.
- Waste segregation for

decommissioned production The Architecture:
facilities, and Mini.Lab consists of

. An emergency response tool for three main parts: Mini.Lab Interchange Capabilities
nuclear accidents.

Intellisent Systems and Robotics Center
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remotely deployed sensors in harsh _ , .t...,,,,_ ,, .,. • , :..L .M[N._.I'_8...... ........._...................... .......:_::____.__.____'i

environment_. The design also reduces .__J.!.Jlil.lll._ _lm ,.._ ,.JlalJlUllll_/._; _lillllln_g', _.MI/._L_: It., t
the total number of dala lines

connecting the base station ,,*,qth the
sensor package, because additional
wiring (or RF cor'nmunicabon

equipment in the case of mobile

vehicles) reduces the reliability,
increases the complexity for cable

routing, and adds additional weight to
the deployment system. The interface

module for Mini-Lab consists of high
bandwidth analog-to-digital

converters, a multiplexer, and a
synchronous serial communication

board. The functionality of this
module is being incorporated into an

Application Specific Integrated Circuit
f r"

:A_IC) to ,.:,n_ureretiabk:, low p::,vver

operation in a compact package. 1he

final version will be constructed using
radiation-hardened microelectronics

capable of surviving in severe
radiation environmenLs,

Rt'/_td_;e,ntd;f/__' i,tc'_'rt
.._) The computer base station is

responsible for acquiring, combining, includes transparent volumetric materials from other n_Jrlhazardc,j,_
interpreting, displaying, and archiving rendering to aid in the viewing of waste. A _tramat c :,_t rr,d{j,.ti,jfl !'at!

a wide range of sensor data. The complex, three-dimensional data. be realized by _egrugating waste

menu.driven operator interface was This design is flexible enough so that streams because of thk' high cost
designed to be a highly visual, eas/-to- the same base station dan be reused associated ,*vJth the dis_o*,a! of mJ,._.,d

use system, that an operator can for man,,, different types of waste hazardous waste. ri_e r,,,_r_.,,._..........,'_'_a_ve'
quickly understand and control, characterization applications, scrr_en a,hrwe a!sr, sho',',; the mer_j.
Software routines :.::_ate accurate and (:jr ve _, ,1(:;r,tr_l ,,._"_; >w an(l a ','.'arr'._n_;

reliable statistical analysis of sensor As an example of Mini.Lab's data screen ttiat alert!, ,in:.Jd_rect.,, the
data within seconds of its acquisition, combination and display features, the uperator in ca*,e {:_femergencies. To

The computer base station provides a image above shows a representatwe assist the operator in I,eep_ng tract,: of

visual, real-time display of in situ screen that can be generated. The the location of the remote sensor
sensor data as well as the capability to picture shows a black and white image package, a special window inset in the
archive and recall data from previous from a TV camera with a color overlay lower, left side of the screen shows the

sensor scans. The base station also from another sensor such as infrared location of the _ensor package and/or
contains a library of routines that add (IR) camera, By having a color overlay robotic vehicle on a blueprint of the

to the flexibility and speed of from the IR camera on the TV image, building layout. The base computer
characterization by allowing the the operator can clearly see the can automabcally compute the

operator to quickly change the sensor intensity of temperature d_fferences movement of the sensor package,
configuration and reuse hardware and and, more importantly, exactly where calculate it_ position in the bu dins
software needed for the acquisition, these "hot spots" occur. This feature _ coordinate frame and d_splay it to

interpretation, display, and archival of would also be valuable in remediat,on the operator.

data. Graphical programming is used of waste sites for segregating different i
for configuring the sy'Lem and radioactive, toxic, or explosive

Intellisenl £yslems and Robolics Cunler
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Unique Features: and radtological contents of the
mockup tank in real-time.

Mini-Lab provides features that
enhance and improve the During FYq2, Sandiaworked on
characterization effort: improvements to the Mint,Lab. Based

on perceived bOF.site needs,
. Faster, Automated generation of additional sensor: were integrated into

site maps detailing tt_e location the system, Sandi,_incorporated a
of chemical, radiotogical, and miniaturized penet_ometer capable of !
physical constituents in real. measuring viscousproperties of sludge,
time, type materials, N_n, a Sandiadeveloped

sensor for measuring volatile organic
. Safer: Earlywarning system: compounds was added along with

ability to detect and react to improved humidity and hydrog_.n
hazardous conditions prompted sensors, A capacitive based prfJxlmtty
by data collection and sensorwas added to guide the robot
interpretation system, a fixed distance away from the waste

surface.
. Cheaper: Lessexpensive than

traditional sampling techniques For FY93, plans are to integrate
and dramatic reduction in new prototypes of Mini.Lab into a variety
waste generated, of other projects including remedtation

efforts for buriedwaste sites, inspection
* Better; Provideshigher resolution and Inventory of radioactivestorage

data for more accurate vaults, and an exp=c,,at_ontool lot a
characterization by performing planetary rover,
repeated scans in areas of
interest, The Department of Energy t_

remediattng it'_ _etesaround the
country whschare environmentally

Current status: contaminated. Currently, waste site
characterization isextremely trine.

Dunng FY91,Sar_diaNational Laboratone_ consuming and expensive. Mint.tat)
developed and demonstrated the hrst represents an advanced tc,chm_tr_ci¥
genttratJon Mini.Lab for in _=tuw,J_[e _oi_.jb£)nthat wBltrt_,ikt_ttt{_
characterization of chemical and charactenzatJon of hazardous waste
radiologacat constituents. Thts first site._proceed faster, _,ater,and cheai_er
laboratory prototype contains e_ght than conventional methods. Mm_.Lab

sensors; a gas chromatograph, was developed by DOES Office of
gamma spectrometer,and broad,and Technology Development as part of
gamma, oxygen, hydrogen, the RobottcsTechnology Developmr, nt
temperature, pressure, and hurmdity Program.Thts work t_ Demg performed
sensors. The resulting senstng system at 5andia by the staff _nthe Intelt gent
was scanned over a mockup of a Systems and Robotics Center. For more
waste storage tank by a gantry style inforrnation, contact:

robot. While the robot arm scanned Perry Molley (505) 844.262? _ _ndia

the sensing package over the waste, a John Feddema (50.5) 844.0827 l _ Nationaldistributed computing system
acquired sensor data, correlated the I Laboratories,
data with the position of the robot, 1
and produced maps of the chemical ! Departmentof Energy

Intelligent Systems and Robotics Center
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B-1. GEOPHYSICAL SENSOR TESTS

B.I.1 References

None.

B-1.2 General

The purposeof thistestsequenceis to evaluatethegeophysicalsensorsthat are mountedon
thecraneto determinetheir capahilityto indicatethe presenceof hazardousmaterialsburied in the
digface. Vendor datasheetsfor thesensorsusedin thistest arcshownin AppendixC.

1, The testswill evaluatethe followingperformancefactors:

A seriesof teststo evaluatethesefactorsisoutlined below. Testswill be performedat the
North Boulev_lrdRoboticsCenter (NBRC); however,it is intendedthatmost of the b=lsic
operatingcharacteristicsof the geophysicalsensorswill bedefinedanddocumentedhel'orc
the test/demonstration.This will permitactivitiesat the NBRC to he focusedon deployin_
the sensorsandon collecting the sitc-specil'icsu_ey data neededt_,ewtlu=ltethe ability
to detectand map (locate) the simulatedwastes.

B-1.3 Materials and Equipment

The followingmaterialsandequipmentwill be requiredto performthe testsoutlined ahtweand
describedbelow.

. 1 lab notebook

, Gantry crane

. Schilling arm

. Mini-Lab

B.I.4 Speclfl¢ Precautions

The operation of the geophysical sensors on the crane present no direct risks to personnel or
equipment and require no particular precautions during tests or other activities. However,
precautions will be taken to eliminate the minor risks that are associated with the operation of the
large equipment such as the crane. It will be standard operating procedure to ensure that crane
movement is not initiated until all nearby personnel are in a safe position and ar_ aware of the
planned maneuvers.

t
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B.1.5 Prerequisites

Perform pretest briefings before the initiation of testing sequences, as required by the testing
engineer. These briefings will outline the scope and objectives of the tests and review the
procedures.

Step 1. Personnel Qualifications

It is expected that these tests will be performed by engineers and scientists who are
familiar with the crane and the geophysical sensors. The operation of the geophysical
sensors during the tests, processing of the recorded test data, analysis of the data, and
evaluation of the performance of the sensors and their platform (crane) will be by
the Buried Waste Robotics Program and EG&G Idaho, Inc. Geosciences.

Step 2. Facilities&ltilities

No utilities other than normal l15-V AC power are needed when the crane is
operated by means of the controller. All crane tests will be pcrforrncd at the NBRC.

B.1.6 Procedure

Step 1. Prcliminary actions. These preliminary actions shall be performed to guarantee the
proper test set up and that all equipment and the test area is ready and functional.
The performance of these actions wilt be noted in the logbook. Before operating the
crane and its sensors for test purposes, the following preliminary actions will be
taken:

Step 1.1 Verify that all pertinent mechanical and electrical mountings and
connections are secure.

Step 1.2 Verify that the required electrical power supply voltages are present.

Step 1.3 Verify that the video cameras and displays are operational.

Step 1.4 Verify that the Emergency Stops are functional.

Step 1.5 Ensure that the test area is clear of other equipment that could damage
the crane and/or sensors or be damaged by it.

Step 1.6 Ensure that the test area is clear of nonessential personnel and that
nearby personnel are cognizant of the crane's operation and safety
precautions associated with it.

Step 2. Evaluate the effects of terrain following on the sensors. Data will be collected every
6 in.

Q
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Step 2.1 Perform a test using a camera to evaluate terrain following without an_,
sensors attached. The video will be considered the data, but 1-in. lines

behind the terrain should indicate the crane's ability to follow the terrain.

Step 2.2 Attach the sensor head to the arm. The only sensor that needs to be

"on" is the volatile organic compound (VOC) sensor.

Step 2.3 Move the arm with the sensor head horizontally over the simulated waste
box, i.e., at a constant height. Repeat this step so that it is performed
twice.

Step 2.4 Move the arm so that the sensors follow the terrain with a 6-in. offset.

Repeat this step so that it is performed twice.

Step 2.5 Move the arm so that the sensors follow the terrain with a 3-in. offset.

Repeat this step so that it is performed twice.

Step 2.6 Move the arm such that the sensors follow the terrain with a l-in. offset

(if the results of Step 2.1 indicate that this is a safe distance for the

equipment). If this is not a safe distance, redline this procedure to

indicate at what distance (as close as possible while maintaining safety)

the test was performed. Repeat this step so that it is performed twice.

Step 2.7 Evaluate the results from Steps 2.4--2.6 to determine the furthest offset
distance that gives sufficient results. Move the crane so that the sensors

follow the terrain at this offset at four different speeds. Each speed

should be repeated so that two separate measurements are taken. The

first speed will consist of moving the crane to each data collection point

(every 6 in.), stopping the crane, and then collecting the data. The other

speeds will vary but will all be continuous. The speeds to be tested are
25, 50, 75, and 100% of maximum speed.

Step 3. Evaluate the interference of the crane on the sensors.

Step 3.1 Remove dirt from the simulated waste box so that the dirt is level and 3

ft deep.

Step 3.2 The following sensors should be attached to the sensor head and
mounted on the arm: electromagnetometer (EM), VOC, and gamma-ray.

Step 3.3 At a distance of 6 in. above the dirt, take data in an x-y grid of 6 × 6 in.
in a serpentine manner.

Step 3.4 Change the sensor head so that the magnetometer is the only sensor

"on." Data should be taken in the same 6 x 6-in. grid as Step 3.3.

Step 3.5 Remove 6 in. of dirt depth from the simulated waste box.
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Step 3.6 Still .using the magnetometer, take data 6 in. above the dirt level in the
same manner as Step 3.3.

Step 3.7 Change the sensor head so that the EM, VOC, and gamma-ray sensors
are "on." Take data 6 in. above the dirt level in the same manner as Step
3.3.

Step 3.8 Remove 6 in. of dirt depth from the simulated waste box.

Step 3.9 Still using the EM, VOC, and gamma-ray sensors, take data 6 in. above
the dirt level in the same manner as Step 3.3.

Step 3.10 Evaluate the gamma-ray sensor data results based on 25, 50, 75, and
100% maximum speed capability of the system.

Step 3.11 Change the sensor head so that the magnetometer is the only sensor
"on." Take data 6 in. above the dirt level in the same manner as

Step 3.3.

Step 4. Evaluate the sensor head for electromagnetic interference.

Step 4.1 The sensor head should be changed so that the magnetometer and EM
are "on."

Step 4.2 Fix the Schilling arm, but allow that crane to move. Take data on a 1 x
1 × 1-ft grid in the crane envelope. The closest the sensor head should
get to the floor is 3 in.

Step 4.3 Fix the crane, but allow the Shilling arm to move. Take data on a 1 x
1 x l-ft grid in the arm cnveiope. The closcst the scnsor hcad should
get to the floor is 3 in.

Step 4.4 Based on the results of Steps 4.2 and 4.3, predict what the crane and arm
interference will be at five random locations within the crane/arm

operational envelope.

Step 4.5 At the five separate locations of Step 4.4, in the crane and arm envelope,
take measurements in a 3 × 3 x 3-ft grid. The pitch of the Schilling arm
should be varied.

Step 4.5 Evaluate the recorded sensor data for the effects of EM interference.
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B-2. SYSTEM SPEED CAPABILITY

B-2.1 References

None.

B-2.2 General

The purpose of this test is to assess the operating speed range of the gantry system. To
understand the ability of the system to deploy sensors and equipment at varying rates (based on the
particular device being deployed), knowledge of the variable speed capability of the system is
required.

The overall objective of the study is to perform testing to be able to generate a system speed
curve that defines the boundaries of speed capability for the equipment. Specific objectives of the
study will be to determine (axis-by-axis) the speed capability of the gantry system.

B-2.3 Materials and Equipment

The following materials and equipment willbe required to perform the tests outlined above and
described below.

• 1 lab notebook

• Predesigned data tables for data collection

• 2 black pens

• Stop watch

• Tape measure (25 ft)

• Gantry system

• 1 equipment operator

• 1 person for obtaining measurements

• 1 person for recording measurements

• 1 video recording system ['or recording of tests.

B-2.4 Specific Precautions

During testing, access to the operational envelope of the gantry will be physically restricted by
labeled barriers. ACCESS TO THE RESTRICTED AREA WILL NOT BE PERMITTED
WITHOUT FIRST SECURING THE SYSTEM ELECTRONIC POWER SUPPLIES.
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B-2.5 Prerequisites

Perform pretest briefings before the initiation of testing sequences as required by the testing
engineer. These briefings will outline the scope and objectives of the tests and review the
procedures.

B-2.6 Procedure

The following provides the procedures for determining the variable speed capability of the
gantry system. Anytime one of the steps refers to recording data, an entry to the logbook will be_
made.

Step 1. Collect all materials, procedures, and equipment required to pertbrm the testing.
Notify personnel and perform pretest briefings.

Step 2. For each of the three axes of motion on the gantry (x, y, and z), determine the
middle travel range which occupies 60% of the operating length for that axis.
Legibly and permanently mark each stationary extreme (leaving 20% on each end of
travel). This 20% on either end will allow for achieving constant speed for the test
measurements.

Step 3. Install indicating devices (pointers, arrows, etc.) at the midpoint of each translating
axis of motion to provide indication for the timekeeper when the travel extremes
have been met.

Step 4. The following tests will be run to determine the speed rangeability of the gantry
x-axis:

X-axis: From home position, run the x-axis at the following speed increments
(percent of full speed) and time and record the movement between points established
in Step 3 above:

25%, 50%, 75%, 100%

Repeat each incremental test five times.

Step 5. The following tests will be run to determine the speed rangeability of the gantry
y-axis:

Y-axis: Repeat the procedure of Step 4, for the y-axis.

Step 6. The following tests will be run to determine the speed rangeability of the gantry
z-axis.

Z-axis: Repeat the procedure of Step 4, for the z-axis.
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Step 7. Average the data collected for each axis of motion and plot independent curves
(distance versus time) on a graph within the logbook.

B-3. GANTRY REPEATABILITY

B-3.1 References

None.

B-3.2 General

The purpose of this test is to assess the repeatability of the gantry system. To understand the
ability of the system to deploy sensors and equipment, determination of the systems ability to repeat
positioning is very important.

The overall objective of the study is to perform gantry testing to be able to generate
repeatability data for each axis of motion. This information will reinforce confidence that the
locational information being gathered, during the expcriments, is sufficient to accurately characterize
the area being scrutinized.

Specific objectives of the test will be to perform repeatability tests for each axis of motion of
the gantry. The tests will be performed independently of each other and tabulated in the logbook.

B-3.3 Materials and Equipment

The following materials and equipment will be required to perform the tests outlined above and
described below.

• 1 lab notebook

• Predesigned data tables for data collcction

• 2 black pens

• 2 Dial indicator, 3-in. (spring loaded)

• Various clamps (up to 4-in.)

• 1 roll duct tape

• 1 target plate

• Tape measure (25 ft)

• Gantry system

• 1 equipment operator
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• 1 person for obtaining measurements

• 1 person for recording measurements

• 1 video recording system for recording of tests.

B-3.4 Specific Precautions

During testing, access to the operational envelope of the gantry will bc physically restricted by
labeled barriers. ACCESS TO THE RESTRICTED AREA WILL NOT BE PERMITTED

WITHOUT FIRST SECURING THE SYSTEM ELECTRONIC POWER SUPPLIES.

B-3.5 Prerequisites

Perform pretest briefings belbre the initiation of testing sequences, as required by the testing

engineer. These briefings will outline the scope and objectives of the tests and review the

procedures.

B-3.6 Procedure

The following tests will determine the repeatability of each axis of the gantry system. The

testing will be performed for each individual axis of motion (x, y, and z). Anytime a step indicates

recording of data, entries will be made into the logbook.

Step l. Collect all materials, procedures, and equipment required to perform the testing.

Notify personnel and perform pretest briefings.

Step 2. For each of the three axes of motion on the gantry (x, y, and z), determine the

"HOME" position and permanently mark on both the stationary and translating
member of that axis such that when the axis is at "HOME" the two marks line up.

Step 3. The following tests will be run to determine the repeatability of the gantry x-axis.

X-axis: Install the dial indicators on the x-axis at locations where they will not

become damaged, but yet be able to engage strategically placed targets at "HOME"

and along the axis of concern.

Establish a dial gage target at the following locations, perform five repeated tests on

each target, belbre moving to the next target. Record the axis, location, and
measured deviations for both "HOME" and the location being tested:

Target locations 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% of maximum travel.

Step 4. The following tests will be run to determine the repeatability of the gantry y-axis.

Y-axis: Repeat the procedure of Step 3 for the y-axis.
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Step 5. The following tests will be run to determine the repeatability of the gantry z-axis.

Z-axis: Repeat the procedure of Step 3, for the z-axis.

Step 7. Plot the data as a function of deviation versus distance for each test and axis
performed, on a graph within the logbook.

B-4, MANIPULATOR SPEED CAPABILITY

B-4,1 References

None.

B.4.2 General

The purpose of this test is to envelope the operating speed capability of the Schilling Titan 7F

manipulator. Information obtained from this test will assist in determining the cwcrall capabilities of

the gantry system.

The overall objective of the study is to perform manipulator testing to bc able to generate

operating speed data for the manipulator. By determination of manipulator speed capability, system

limitations may be identified.

Specific objectives o1"the test will be to perform speed (velocity) tests tk_rtwo major axes of the

system. The axes to be tested are rotation about the base (joint 1, approximately 270 degrees) and

vertical lift (joint 2). The tests will be performed independently of each other and tabulated in the

logbook.

B.4.3 Materials and Equipment

The following materials and equipment will be required to perform the tests outlined above and
described below.

• 1 lab notebook

• Predesigned data tables fc_rdata collection

• 2 black pens

• 1 target plate

• Tape measure (25 ft)

• Stop watch (1/100 se_:ond resolution)

• Gantry system

B-13
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, 1equipmentoperator

, 1pe_on for obtainingmeasurements

• I personfor recordingmeasurements

• 1 videorecordingsystemI'orrecordingof tests

, i closedcircuittelevisioncameraandmonitor

. • 1 cameratripod.

B-4.4 Specific Precautions

During testing,accessto the (Jperationulenvelopeof the gantrywill he physicallyrestrictedby
labeled harriers. ACCESS TO THE RESTP.I_D AREA WILL NOT BE PERMI_D
WITHOUT FIRST SECURING THE SYSTEM ELECTRONIC POWER SUPPLIES.

B.4.5 Prerequisites

Performpretestbriefingsbefore the initiationof testingsequencesas requircdhy the testing
engineer, These briefingswill outline the scope and objectivesof tile tests and rcview thc
procedures.

B-4.6 Procedure

The lbllowing will determinethespeedcapahilityof the two manipulatoraxesbeingtested. The
testingwill hc pertbrmcdfor eachindividualaxisof motion. Anytime a step indicatcsrecordingof
data,entrieswill hc madeinto the logbook.

Step 1. Collect all materials,procedures,andequipment requiredto perform the tcsting.
Notit:ypersonnelandpcrfl_rmprctcst hricl'ings.

Step 2. Extend the manipulatorto its full length,to the rightextreme positionof the base
(.joint I)0 and full down(.joint 2). For the two axesbeingconsideredestablisha
"HOME" position and permanentlymark on hoth the stationaryand translating
memberof that axisso that whenthe _is isat "HOME," the two marlcsline up.

Step 3. The following tests will be run to determine the speed of the base rotation axis
(joint 1) of the manipulator:

Joint 1: At a distance of 180 degrees opposite from home position, place a line on
the stationary member of joint 1. Place th¢_closed circuit television camera on a
tripod and position out of the operating range of the manipulatorso that the view
of the stationary mark on joint 1 will have an unobstructed view during testing.
Focus the camera so that the markis very obvious.
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Set the manipulat¢_rc_mtrL)lI'_rjoint I I_ 5% of maximumspeed,usingthe leach
capabilityof thesystem,teachthe "home"positic_nasthe ._tartingp_dntfor thepath,

Manuallyrotatethesystemaroundt¢_the stationarymark,lineup the tw¢_marksand
teachthis point as |he "_iop"p,_inl.

Return to "home"andreplayIhc path, Correctas required,

Step4. The followingtestswill be runto determinethe speedcapahiiityeftj¢)int I at specd_
of 25%, 50%, 75%, andI(MI%of maximum:

2.._%: Set the manipul_lh)rcontrol to 25% ¢_i"maximum_peed. AS lhe path is
replayed,startthe st,)p watchandstop the watch at the endof Irave!. Rect)rdthe
data in the I¢_gbo,_k,Repeal theprocedure5 lime._.Reset the systemto "hi,me."

5(1_: Set the manipulal,)rcontrol to 51)%of maximumspeed, AS the path is
replayed,start the st,_p_,_,_=tch=end,_t¢_pthe walch =Itthe cad _1'Ir=tvcl. Rec,_rdlhe
data in the iogh()ok. Repeal th_ procedure5 times, Resetthe systemto "home,"

75%: Set the manipulator control t,) 75% of maximum speed, As the path is
replayed,start the ampwatchandstop th_ watch at the end of travel. Rvc=)rdthe
data in the Iogho()k. Repeat the prt_ccdure5 times. Reset the systemto "he)me,"

llX)%: Sel the m_mipulat¢)rcL_ntr¢)lre) It_0%of maximumspeed. As the path is
replayed,start the st_p watchand_lop the watchat the end ,_1'travel. Rcc_)rdthe
data in the Iollh¢)ok,Repeat the procedure5 times, Reset the systemto "home,"

Step 5, The t'oll¢_wingtestswill herun t¢)determinethe speed(_1"the sht)ulderjoint (join| 2) i
axis_1'the manipulalt_r'

J(_in¢1: At a distance()t'*_0degreesopposite(up) fr()mhome position,placea line
on the stationarymember_1'j_)int2, Placethe closedcircuit tcleviskmcamera_)n
a tripod andpositionout of the operatingrange¢)1'the manipulat¢)rso that the view
of the stationary mark on joint 2 will have an unobstructed view during testing.
Focusthe camera_) tha| the mark isveryobvious.

Set the manipulat,_rcontrol t'¢)rjt)int 2 to 5% of maximumspeed,usingthe teach
capabilityof thesystem,teachthe "hi)me'°position asthe starting point l_r the path.

Manuallyrotate the systemup to the stationarymark. line up the two marks,and
teachthispoint as the "stop"pt)int.

Return to "home"and replaythe path, Correctas required,

Step 6. The following testswill he runto determinethe speedcapabilityof joint 2 at speeds
of 25%,50%,75%,andI(X)%oI'maximum:
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2S%: Set the manipulatt_rc_)ntr_lt_) 2_% _)1'maximum_peed. A_ the path i.
replayed,st.rt the_topwatchand _tL)pthe watchat the end_1'travel, Recc_rdthe
data in the IoBhoc)k.Repeatthe procedure._times. Reset the systemt_)"h_me."

50%: Set the manipulak)r c¢)ntmlre)_()% ¢)f maximumspeed. A_ the path is
replayed,start thest¢_pwatchandstt_pthe watchat theend ,_t+|ravel. Rect_rdthe
data in the=I,ght)tlk. Repeat the procedure_ timeA. R¢_ct the ,_y._temt,_"hi,me."

"/_%: $L:tthe manipuiatt_rccmtmi tt) "/_% ¢)1"ma,_imum_peed. A..,_the p¢=thi_
replayed,_tart the stt_pwatchandst(_pthe watchat the end(d"lravel. Rect_rdthe
data in the I¢_i_h¢_,_k.Repeat the procedure_ timc:s.Re_c:Ithe _y._lemI=)"hi,me."

I(XI%: Set the nt_mipuiatctrccmlml t¢_itll)% ¢d'maximum_pccd. ,,_..._the path is
replayed,start the st(_pwatchand_tt_pthe watchat theend ,d"travel. Recordthe
data in the h_gh(_t_k.Repeal lhe procedure_;time_. Re._etthe systemt,_"hi,me."

_lep ?. Phil ihe data as a t'uncli_n_d'lime versu._anl_le(distance)I'_r each lest andaxis

B-5. MANIPULATOR REPEATABILI

B-S.1 References

N_)ne.

B-S,2 General

The purp¢_se{_1'this lest is It) ass_:ssIhc rcpealahility{_fthe manipuhtt¢_rsystem.T¢_understand
Ihe ilhilily _11'Ihe system1(_depl_y sens_rs_mdequipment,delermin_li_m(d'the syst_:msahility t_
repeatp_)si_i_minl;is very imp_rtant.

The _werail_hjective_1'the te._tis t_ he_hle m generaterepeatabilitydata I'_r the manipulat()r
system. Thi. inl'tvmati_mwill reint_rcec_mt'idencethat the I_cati_malinl'.rmatitm being gathered,
duringthe expcriment_,i_sul'ricientto accuratelycharacterizethe areabeingscrutinized.

Specific¢_hjectives¢d'the le.,_twill he t¢_perl't_rmrepeatabilityte_tsl'¢_rseveralp¢_intswithin the
cnvelt_peof themanipulatt_r.The tc,_t_will hepcrl'_rmedindependentlycd'u,chother andtabulated
in the Ioghot_k.

B-5,3 Material= and Equipment

The i'¢)ll(_wingmaterialsandequipmentwill herequiredto perlhrmthe tests(_utlinedah(weand
describedbelow.

, I lab noteh¢_ok
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. Pr©dcsignoddata tahlcs{'ordatacollection

. 2 blackpens

, 3 Dial indicator,3.in, (springloaded)

• Variousclamps(up to 4.in,)

• i roll duct tape

, I targ¢t plate

, Tape measure(25 ft)

, Gantrysystemwith Titan manipulator

, 1 equipmentoperator

, I personfi_rohtaininl_measurements

• I personforrecordingme.surements

. IvideorecordingsyAtemforrecordingoi'tom

. Ipointingmd (,$in,diameter).

B-5.45peclfloPreoautlons

Duringtesting,ilcccsstotheoperationalcnvc[opcoftheg.ntrywillhcphy_icallyrestrictedby
l.beledh=irricrs.ACCESS TO THE RESTRI_ED AREA WILL HOT BE PERMI_ED
WITHOUT FIRST SECURING TIlE SYSTEM ELECTRONIC POWER SUPPLIES,

B-5.5 Prerequisites

Pcrt'ormpretestbricl'ingshefor¢the initiation td' testingscqucnce.sasrequiredby the testing
engineer,Thcsehrict'inl}swill outlinethescopeand objectivesof thetestsand reviewthe

procedures,

Positionthegantrycranesuchthatthez-ma_tisinthecenteroI'travelofthey.axis,The gantry
will remainstationaryduringthistesting_cquence.Powerto thecranemotorsisto he turnedoff and
theswitchlockedout.

Positionthemanipulatorarmsothat it isfullyextendedandthatallsubsequentpointsmea.surcd
will be in a regionthat isoutride o[' the manipulatorsabilityto reach.
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Setup a table with x, y, and z coordinates and use the dial indicators as the axes. Establish and
marka datum (0,0,0) for x, y, and z. Make allowance for +/. l.in. variance in each axis and the
abilityto measure this variance using the dial indicators. Note that this device is intended to measure
variations from an established point, not to identify the system relative to the world model.

8.5.6 Procedure

The fidlowing tests will provide and indication of the repeatability of the Schilling Titan
manipulator system. The testing will be perfi_rmedfor several points within the working envck_pe
of the manipulator. Anytime a step indicates recordingof data, entries will be made into the logbook.

Step I. Collect all materials, procedures, and equipment required to perform the testing.
Notify personnel and perform pretest briefings. Install the pointer rod into the
manipulatorjaws and securewith a bolt through the jaws.

Step 2, For each of point tested a rcfcrence point will be established and using the teach
function of the manipulatorwill be taught. The manipulator will thon be randomly
moved from that point and instructed to repeat the position of that point. The
deviation from the rel_rence point will then be measured using the three-axis table
and dial indicators.

Point 1: Position thc manipulatorat a point in the far Icft extreme quadrantof the
operating envclopc at a vertical position of approximately5 ft off the floor. Freeze
the arm in this position. Teach this point to the control system, and using the
prebuilt x, y, z table, cstablish thc 0,0,0 rct'crcnce point (about 1.5.in. of the 3-in.
travel for the dial indicators) for the pointer that is held in the jaws.

Test: Move thc manipulator from point 1 and move the arm around its operating
cnvel¢_pe(cycling all ¢_['its joints). Replay pt_int 1 and freeze the joints when the
manipulator has returned t¢_the point. Using the x, y, z table, measure the variation
of position from the reference point and recordthe data in the logbook. Repeat this
test three times.

Point 2: Position the manipulator at a point in middle quadrant of the operating
envelope at a vertical position of approximately5 ft off the floor. Freeze the arm
in this position. Teach this point to the control system and using the prebuiit x, y,
z table, establish the 0,0,0 reference point (about 1.5-in, of the 3-in. travel for the
dial indicators) for the pointer that is held in the jaws.

Test: Move the manipulator from point 2 and move the arm around its operating
envelope (cycling all of its joints). Replay point 2 and freeze the joints when the
manipulatorhas returned to the point. Using the x, y, z table, measure the variation
of position from the reference point and recordthe data in the logbook. Repeat this
test three times.

Point 3: Position the man;pulator at a point in the extreme right quadrant of the
operating envelope at a vertical position of approximately5 ft off the floor. Freeze
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the arm in this position. Teach this point to the control systemand using the
prebuiltx, y, z table, establishthe 0,0,0 referencepoint (about 1,5.in,of the 3.in.
travel for the dialindicators)for the pointerthat is held in the jaws,

Test: Move themanipulatorfrom point 3 and move the arm aroundits operating
envelope(c3,clingall of itsjoints). Replay point 3 and freeze the jt)intswhen the
manipulatorhasreturnedto thepoint. Usingthex, y, z table,measurethevariation
of positionfrom the referencepointandrecordthedatain the logbook. Repeat this
test three times.

Step 3. Compile thedataobtained from the testsandaveragethedeviationsohtained for the
x-axis,y.axis,andz-axis.

B-8, MINI-LAB INVESTIGATIONS

B.6.1 References

SeeAppendix A _t"this document for a duscription o1"Mini-Lab.

B.6,2 General

The purpose of this investigation is to qualitatively assess the overall performance of Mini.Lab.
The system will be evaluated for accuracy and resolution of data and its ability to classify, identil_',
and characterize waste materials in the digi'acc mockup.

The overall ¢_bjectiveof the test is to determine if the implementation of rohotics controls
(Mini.Lab), for the purpose of characterization will provide better data than could he obtained by
existing manual methods.

B.6,3 Materials and Equipment

Actual reference data regarding the type, concentration, and placement of simulated hazardous
materials within the mockup.

Characterization data obtained during the course of the system test.

B-6,4 Specific Precautions

None.

B-6,5 Prerequlsltes

All characterization testing has been completed, the data collected, and the reference data
available for evaluation.
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B-6.6 Procedure

Step 1. Provide a written evaluation of the accuracy and resolution of data provided by the
Mini-Lab system as compared with conventional methods of obtaining the same
information.

Step 2. Provide a written evaluation of the systems ability to classify, identify, and
characterize waste materials as compared with the methods currently used (and based
on the known materials in the mockup).

Step 3. Provide a written evaluation of the systems availability. This will include (but not be
limited to) system problems, failures, time to repair, data lost, etc.

Step 4. Provide a written evaluation of the useability of the system graphics as compared to
the situation without their presence.

Step 5. Provide written suggestions relative to system improvements that may be incorporated
to enhance the usage and value of the system.

B-7. HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM

B-7.1 References

1. O.D. Duncan and M. Stenbeck, "Are Likert Scales Unidimensional?" Social Science Research,

Vol. 16, 1987, pp. 247-259.

2. G.E. Cooper and R. P. Harper, The Use of Pilot Rating in the Evaluation of Aircraft Handling
Qualities, National Aeronautic and Space Administration, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
California, NASA Report TN-D-5153, April 1969.

3. G.B. Reid, C. A. Shingledecker, and F. T. Eggemeier, "Application of Conjoint Measurement
to Workload Scale Development," Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 25th Annual
Meeting, 1981.

4. S.G. Hart and L. E. Staveland, "Development of NASA-TLX (Task Load Index): Results of
Empirical and Theoretical Research, Human Mental Workload, Hancock and Meshkati (eds.),
Elsevier Science Publishers, B. V., 1988, pp. 139-183.

5. M.S. Sanders and E. J. McCormick, Human Factors in Engineering and Design, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1987, pp. 51-53.

6. Casali and W. W. Wierwille, "On the Measurement of Pilot Workload: A Comparison of
Assessment Techniques Addressing Sensitivity and Intrusion Issues," Ergonomics, 11"ol.27(10),
1984.
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B.7.2 General

The purpose of this test sequence is to assess the usability of the control systems operator
interface by performing a cursory human factors evaluation.

This evaluation can be divided into three objectives. The first objective is to assess the usability

of the control station. This includes evaluating operator control over crane speed, operator control

over position of crane, ease of operation, quality of viewing screens, performance of control devices,
and usefulness of graphics. The second objcctive is to identify factors that may affect performance.

The third objective is to identify any deficiencies.

The step by step procedures are given later in this test sequence. Data will bc determined valid

by the test administrator. If the procedt.,-es are deviated from, the test administrator will red line this

procedure to reflect those changes.

Where possible, quantitative data will be recorded; however, qualitative data regarding the
subject's thoughts on the system such as operator satisfaction will also be collected. Qualitative data

will be measured using a subjective scale. Techniques Ibr quantifying subjective judgements havc

been developed in the field of psychometics. Psychometric techniques arc subjective measurement

methods and have been used to subjectively measure a person's perceptions of mcr_lal worklt_,d and

quality, and other applications. These are two types of psychometric techniques: ranking and rating.

Ranking is a method in which a list is ordered from lowest to highest or from highest to lowest.

Rating is a method used to obtain some type of classifiable quantity. There are several types of rating
scales, including (1) global or straight point scales such as bipolar and Likert scales1; (2) global-guided

or scales that use network of questions that guide the evaluator to a point on a straight point scale

such as the Cooper-Harper scale'; (3) multidimensional global-guided or scales that break down the

subject into more detailed subparts and rate the subparts, such as the Subjective Workload

Assessment Technique 3 or Task Load Index4; and (4) multidimensional global-guided or scales the

break down the subject into subparts and rate those subparts using a global-guided scale. The scale

to be used for measuring operator satisfaction will be a global-guided scale. This scale used a

flowchart to help structure the evaluation process. By doing this, the technique allows for a ten point
scale, which is more reliable than the traditional global five or seven point scale. Because human

beings typically can one distinguish between seven +/- two things, 5 the method uses a flowchart that

only requires humans to distinguish between two or three things at a time but for several

episodes--making it a ten point scale. The scale is quick, easy to use, and requires minimal training.
This technique has been proven to be sensitive, reliable, and valid. 6 The global-guided scale is shown

in Figure B-1.

B.7.3 Materials and Equipment

The following materials and equipment will be required to perform the tests outlined above and
described in detail below.

• 1 lab notebook

• 2 pens
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• Watch (resolution of one second)

• Tape measure (25 ft)

• A system operator

• Digface characterization system.

B.7.4 Specific Precautions

No personnel shall be in the room with the crane while subjects are operating the equipment
for this test.

B-7.5 Prerequisites

None.

B-7.6 Procedure

Following are the procedures for testing the control system for Digface Characterization. Any
time that one of the steps refers to recording some data, it will be recorded in a logbook. Only one
subject will be tested at a time.

Step 1. Assess the usability of the control station.

Step 1.1 Explain the control system and how it can be used _ocontrol the crane.
This training session should last approximately 10 minutes. The contents
of the training will be kept in the project file.

Step 1.2 Operator control over crane speed. The subjects will be asked to survey
the simulated waste box in a precise, predetermined manner at four
different speeds. The four speeds to be tested are 25, 50, 75, and 100%
of maximum speed. At each speed the following data shall be recorded:
(1) the actual speed the crane moved, (2) operator's thoughts on the
controls and displays, (3) perceived level of control, and (4) perceived
difficulty. The crane speed will be measured by timing the cranes
movements over a specified length. The operators will be asked to
verbalize their thoughts while operating the crane. The global-guided
scale shown in Figure B-I will be used to measure the operator's
perceived level of control and perceived difficulty. These thoughts will
be recorded in a logbook. The global-guided scale shown in Figure B-I
will be used to measure the operator's perceived level of control and
perceived difficulty.
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RATING

• THE SYSTEMS CAPABILITIESWERE MORE THAN ADEQUATEIN
ASSISTING THE OPERATORTO ACHIEVE OPTIMUM TASK SUCCESS. 10
I WOULD NOT RECCOMENDANY CHANGES OR IMPROVEMENTS.

RELATIVELYEASY • TASK PERFORMANCE WAS NOT SERIOUSLY AFFECTED BY ANY
SYSTEM CHAPJwCTERISTICS THERE COULD BE SOME MINOR 9
IMPROVEMENTS. CLEARLY ADEQUAIE,

• THERE WERE SOME PROBLEMS, COULD BE USED AS DESIGNED, 8BUT WOULD BE BETTER WITH IMPROVEMENTS.
PROBABLYADEQUATE,

• WORK LOAD WAS HIGH ENOUGH TO DEFINETL'YREQUEST CHANGES,
AN OPERATOR WITH LESS EXPERIENCE WOULD HAVE DIFFICULW 7
IN COMPLETING THE TASK. SAIISFACTORY ONLY AS A BACK-UP,

RATHER DIFFICULT • IMPROVEMENTSARE NEEDED. PERFORMANCES OF AVERAGE
......... OPERATORS WOULD BE MARGINAL. I HAD DIFFICULTYAND WOULD (5

INSISTON IMPROVEMENTS.

• MAJOR IMPROVEMENTSARE NEEDED, AVERAGE OPERATORSWOULD
NOT BE ABLE TO COMPLE1E THE TASK. EXCESSIVE WORK. 5
MARGINALAS A BACK-UP SYSTEM.

;• M/UOR DEFICIENCIES WHICH REQUIRE MANDATORYIMPROVEMENTS,
INADEQUATEFOR SUCCESSFUL TASK COMPLETION WITHOUT 4
EXTREMELYHIGH LEVELS OF WORK LOAD. NOT ACCEPTABLE.

EXTREMELY DIFFICULT • WORK LOADS TOO HIGH FOR AVERAGEOPERATORTO COMPLETE ..3THE TASK, SYSTEM IS UNSATISFACTORY.
YES

• WORK LOADS ARE SO HIGH AS TO NOT ALLOW "fASK COMPLETION

//_W_ _ EXCEPT FOR THE MOST SKILLED OPERATORS, DOUBTFUL THAT 2
THE SYSTEM CAN BE USED EXCEPT FOR THE SIMPLEST CONDITIONS,

// POSSIBLE TO _, NO • t COULD NOT COMPLETETHIS PARTICULARTASK GIVEN THE 1

J

Figure B-1. Global-guidedscale.
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Step 1.3 Operator control over position of crane. The subject will be asked to

survey the simulated waste box in a precise way. The following
information will be recorded: (1) time it takes the subject to perform

this task, (2) number of errors, (3) operator's thoughts on the controls

and displays, (4) perceived level of control, (5) perceived difficulty, and
(6) accuracy of movements. Time will be measured using a stop watch
and will be recorded to the nearest second. The number of errors will

be determined subjcctively by counting the number of times the c_pcrator

must perform a corrective action. An example of this would be for the

operator to have the arm move in the opposite direction than intended.

The operators will be asked to verbalize their thoughts while operating
the crane. The global-guided scale shown in Figure C-1 will be used to

measure the operator's perceived ievcl of control and perceived difficulty.

These thoughts will be recorded in a logbook.

Step 1.4 Ease of operation. The operators will be asked to pertk_rm the following:

(1) leave thc crane stationary, but move the arm; (2) leave the arm

static_nary, but move the crane; (3) mcwe bc_th the arm and crane

simultaneously. The following will be recorded: (1) operator's thoughts

on the controls and displays, (2) perceived level of control, and

(3) perccivcd difficulty. The operators will be asked to verbalize their
thoughts while operating the crane. The global-guided scale shown in

Figure B-I will be used to measure the operator's perceived level of

control and perceived difficulty. These thoughts will be rccordcd in a

logbook.

Step 1.5 Quality of viewing screens. The operators will be asked their opinion on

the quality of the viewing screens. Any suggestions will be recorded.

Step 1.6 Performance of control devices. The operators will be asked their
opinion on the performance of the controls. Any suggestions will be
recorded.

Step 2. Identify factors that may affect performance.

Step 2.1 The human factors engineer will record information in a logbook based

on judgement and results of the previous tests. Information to be
considered includes: lighting, anthropometrics, noise, workload, alarms,

environment, controls, displays, feedback, physical space and layout, and
cameras.

Step 3. Identil_, any deficiencies.

Step 3.1 As a result of the previous tests, the human factors engineer shall record

any system control deficiencies that affect the usability of the system. In

addition, the safeguards against loosing control, communication, or data
will be recorded.
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SandiaNationalLaboratories
Albucluerquo, New Mexico 871B5

_une 16, 1993

Kevin Cro_

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
P.O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415

In your June 1 letter, you req_uested some details about the Mini Lab sensor heads. John
Feddema provided drawings"& the size and layout of the main sensor head. In this letter,
I will address the remaining questions including those mentioned in John's June 11 letter to
you.

DC Power Supply: Mini Lab has several on board DC-DC converters that require a
nominal 12 V'DC input. The converters will operate over a fairly wide range (10-20
VDC). Due voltage drop in the lines, a supply capable of providing 15 VDC at 5 amps is
required.

Cabling from VME to Schilling: Two twisted pairs of 22 AWG for data plus one pair
of 16 AWG for power. If such a cable is not available, six pairs of 22 AWG could be
substituted using two pairs for data and four pairs in parallel to provide power.

Magnetometer: The magnetometer has been received at Sandia. Our original concept of
a long tubular sensor head resulted in a 30" long package to maintain sufficient separation
betweenthe sensorand the electronics. This length severely restrictsthe work envelope.
Instead,the sensorwill now consistof'two parts. The sensorhead will be a 4" diameter
by 10" long cylinder containing the sensorcoils only. The sensor electronics, signal
conditionerand multiplexer will be in a similarly sized packagepermanentlymounted to
the tool rack near the base of the Schilling. This approach will not effect cable
managementfor the sensorhead sincea singlecableof similarsize is required for either
approach. The 5' cable provided on the mag sensor must be replaced with a 15' cable.
The manufacturer said the effect of a longer cable is quite small and, if necessary, the
sensor can be tined at the factory to accommodate this length. The magnetometer will
also be powered from the 15 VDC supply used for the main sensor head. I have enclosed
a block diagram showing the cabling and power connetions required.
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Connectors: Connectors to the sensor heads have not been chosen. A minimum of six

pins is required and a military type (ITT Canon) connector will be used, Sandia will
'nprovide the connectors. They will be sent to INEL to beattachedto the cabh g,

Sensors: You requestedspecificinformation concerningthe sensors and modifications
for Mini Lab. Below, each of the five sensor types is discussed in detail,

Ultrasonic Proximity Sensors:

:3Sensors with a range of 2-24", resolution 0,005",

Thesearecommerciallyavailablefrom:

ContaqTechnologies
15Main Street
Bristol,Vermont 05443

Thesensorsusedarebasedona PartNumber:ISU-10I-IS-_-EN2-PCB,

The sensorsareorderedwitha closerangeadjustmentalterationtoreducethe
minimum sensingdistancefrom6"to2", Inadditiontheusual2"NPT stainless
steelcaseisomitted,The sensorsprovide4-20mA.analogoutput(theI$option),
providehighresolutionoutput(HRD),willoperateina sequentialnon.interfering
mode CEN2),and areequippedwithan RS.232portusedforprogrammingthe
setpointsandrange.

Metal Detector:

The coil is a commercial 6" coil Part Number 624-0263 manufactured by:

White's Electronics
Sweet Home, OR

The coil has been only slightly modified by removing the conductive case and
replacing it by applying a conductive layer to the inside of the MiniLab case. The
associated electronics are designed and built by Sandia. I have included a

' schematic. The sensitivity and resolution of the system has not yet been
characterized.

Optical Pyrometer:

The surface temperature device is an infrared thermocouple from:

Exergen
1 Bridge Street
Newton,MA 02158
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itisamodel_t/c,2K-140.3whichprovidesaTypeK thermocoupleresponseof
the temperatureof the surface beingviewed. The thermocouplehas a 2%
accuracy(comparedtoa TypeK thermocouple)from80to180degreesF, The
deviceisconnectedthroughcoldjunctioncompensationcircuitry_an Number
CJ.K)from:

OmegaEngineering
P.O,Box2284
Stamford,CT 06906

Thisprovidesa signalthatisa measureof'absolute(ratherthandifferential)
temperature.Thecompensatorisaccurateto1degreeF overanambientrange0t"
60toI00degreesF, Thecompensatorhasbeenmodifiedtooperateon 5 VDC
ratherthanthe1,35V batterythatwasoriginallysupplied,

Dosimeter:

ThedosimeterisGeigercounteravailablefrom:

EberlineInstrumentCorp.
P.O.Box2108

SantaFe,NM 87504-2108

ItisaModelE-i20withaHP.270probe,Itprovidesi_[lscalerangesof'0,55
and50mR/hr.Thecounterhasbeenmodifiedtooperateon5VDC insteadof'the
original3voltbattery.Alsowireshavebeenattachedtoobtainananalogvoltage
outputproportionaltodoserate,

GasSensor:

Thegassensorisatinoxidesemiconductorbasedsensoravailablefrom:

FigaroUSA, Inc.
I000SkokieBlvd.Suite575
W'dmette,IL 60091

Thecircuitrywilloperatewithanumberofspecificgassensorsbysimplyplugging
ina differentsensingmodule,We planonusinganorganicsolventvaporsensor
(TGS 822)fordetectingethanolvapor,butanyof'thesensorslistedbelowcould
beused:
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Gas Threshold(approx.) Part Number

Chlorofluorocarbons 100 ppm TGS 831
HydrogenSulfide 5 ppm TGS 825
Ammonia 30 ppm TGS 824
Hydrogen 10 ppm TGS 821
Combustible Gases 500 ppm TGS 813
Orga_c Solvent Vapors 50 ppm TGS 822

Other sensorsare available with relativelyshort leadtime.

I hopethis hasansweredall currentquestionsaboutMini Lab. I would be happyto obtain
further detailson thesesensorsor discussthe above information, Pleasefeel free to call
me at (505).845.9835.

Sincerely,

Barry Spletzer
IntelligentSystemSeasorsand
ControlsDepartment161l

Copyto:

INEL Nick Josten
1611 J,T,Feddema
1661 P,T.Boissiere
1661 D.S,Horschel

1661 C,Q,Little
1611 Day File
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In Situ Characterization System
(Mini-Lab)

John T. Fe<ldema, 1611 P

b _' IWnlLab
Bale Station



P

Problem Statement

• Before DOE's hazardous wasfe sites can be cleaned up,I

knowledge of physical, chemical, and radiological contents
is needed to plan rem_iation and disposal processes.

• A single computing interface is needed between a robotic
positioning system and a set of characterization sensors.

.- - To create site maps.
- To aid in data interpretation.
- To document the characterization process.
- To speed up the characterizatJ_il_racess.



Solution

Mini-Lab -"_-_:""pr ...... ,,,
• A general software and hardware computing architecture

for acquisition, graphical display, archival, and interpretation of
sensor data.

• An interface between the characterization sensors and the
robotic arm and/or vehicle.

• Automatic generation of site maps.
r

- Uniform menu-driven user interface for quickly connecting sensors.

• Common library of display and interpxeJ_tiQnroutines.

• Early warning and diagnostics routines.:

i
. P.nmnl_tp. n,lrlit trail r_r-r_rrl_.rl in rl_tn-hRq_



Uniaue Cp_bilitie_,, of Mini-Lab

• Acquires sensor data through a variety of interfaces:
._ analog, serial, parallel, GISC, and video.

B

• Automatically stamps sensor data with time, date,
and robot position stamp before saving to files.

• Displays both real-time and archived sensor data.

"_ • Automatic warning when thresholds are exceeded.

• _nu-driven user interface allows rapid deployment of
sensors (plug and play interface_. ,_.--

• Sensor configurations (type, ch0nflel, displays, etc) are
_aved for reuse and modificati0 m.



Mini-Lab as an Intelligent Subsystem

Supervisory Control
User Interface

0

[ I-. !
/ / !. 1__1 _owo'_'"''oo

_ =co=--l_- -! ,.°.=..o°W-_"-° \__°'_""_ °°"°'-J\ .

___nsor . _, ...ata

Remote '
Sensor Head

t



-'1_." t " _ - " _.

- Uses VME system to c,-.A_ sensor data and robot position.
B

- Remote se_ heads contain on-boa_ AJDand multiplexing
drcu_r_' which _uire up to 32 clhan._ls of analog data.

- _u-driven interface is written in XViews
(_ns under Sun Open_ndows).

4F-

- Graph_l display is performed using PV-Wave so.are.

- Oocomentation is un_r developg_p_. Plarl to have a stable
release in late FY93.



SensOrs Ir_c_rporated Into Mini-Lab So Far:
i

- An.aloDevs
_ote 16 cl, annel digitizer, MUX, and
high speed synchronous serial communication) *

+ Sandia Hydrogen Gas.Sensor
._ + Nyad Oxygen Gas Sensor
_" + Natk)nal Semiconductor Temperature Sensor

+ ICS nsors Pressure Sensor
+ Hy-Cal Humidity Sensor
+ ARA penetrometer

- Tip Force
- Pore Pressure
- Viscosity

+ Sandia's Capacitive Based Proximity Sensor

- Serial _vices
+ M_ Gas ChromatogratlN; _.--
+ _taq Ultrasonic ProXimity Sensors

• -

- Parallel Devices
+ Canberra Gamma Spe,_tmneter i



Mini-Lab is Levomging off of Commercial Software Products:

- S4)Far: "
+ PV-WAVE for Data Display
+ Xviews Windowing package for menus
+ VxWork's Real-Time Ol_erating System

• Investv':jatJr'_j:
+ National Instrument's LabViews
+ DataViews
+ G_syn's G2
+ Ta_m's RTworks

. + NRT's E_ART
+ Adva_ Visuali_tmn System (AVS)

_o_e

........... II, I il I II III



Computer Architecture
for the

Intellige_t In Sltu Characterization System
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SandlaNationalLaboratori
,_lloucluotQue._ew Mo_i_o B71B5

August 16,1993

Kevin Croft

Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory.
EG&O Idaho, Inc., Mail Stop 3740
P,O,Box 1525
195.5Fremont Ave.
IdahoFalls, ID 83415

Dear Kevin:

0 ,)Enclosed are the spec sheets for the transducers in, l_mLab My June 16 letter to you
gives all the appropriate mod_l numbers for the transd_,c,_rs We b.,'ie0,ydiscussed
calibrationand output in engineering units while I was up there. In general, the transducer
outr..uts are fed to an amplifierto increase the sensitivity Bezause of this, the transducer
response willnor match the _;pecsheets. If'you need to display er:_ineeringunits, I would
suggest that you perform a 1 or 2 point calibration of the transducers, This is
straightfo_vard tbr all sensors but the metal detec'_or I do not know of an appropriate
engineering unit for the metal detector.

I have a few comments on the current state of the sensors. The proximity transducers
have been calibrated to read full output (4095 counts) st 2,5 inches and 20% o:"full count
(el9 counts) at 12 inches. The output will not change once out_ide of this range. They
should not need further calibration The pyrometer requires a batte_3,'t'or operation of'the
cold junction compensator due to a problem with common grounds. The battery has _ life
of 2000 hours Unt'or'tunately,the ON-OFF switch is accessible orflyby removing the
,MiniLabcover. I haveincludeda sparebatterywiththisletter. The .gelgercounteris
currently set on its most sensitive range. Range multipliers of 10× and 100X can be set
using the knob on the dosimeter board. The is eontigured with the HF-270 probe ,,richthe
cover open, For calibration purposes, the dosimeter provide_t_allscale output when the
range switch is placed in the "Battery" position. Because of' the higi_amplifier gain, full
scale output is well b,_yondthe range or'the multiplexer. The calibration equation of the
,gas sensor is given in the data sheet along with a.typical response plot. Notice that the
sensor response is highly non/inear. The current Mini Lab so_"_arecan not perform
nonlinear functionon the displayeddata

I hope this has provided the needed irffonnation I would be happy to obtain t'unher
det_ls on the_e sensors or discuss the aboveinformation, Please t_el free to call me at
(505),845.983S.
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Sincerely,

Barry $pletzer
intelligentSystemSensorsand
ControlsDepartment}61t

Copyto

fNEL Nick Jo_ten
16I 1 J. T+Feddema
16t t Day File

"+4
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" . MODEL E.IZ0/E.I20E

SECTION l

GENERAL

A, PUI_POSE AND DESCRIPTION The batt0r),, :.undition m,,uybe ch.-,;_cd l_y a front p_,-J
control, The radiation lntenfity is re_d OUt on a large,

The Models _.120 and E.120E are, tmall, lighiweilllt, easily r.'_._ meter ',_i:h a lit, ear _,:ale, Three s_itch-
$¢igercountersforth_ d_tion and rneasuP,mcnt of selectldr_h_e_,li,,'efull_cal_.;e_:itlvi!le:;r_f(L:;,_, art._
gamma (:flso beta with E-120E) radiation, The E,120 is ,_0 mR,h I'"C_) for ,'.heE.120 a,_ .%'_9._k :rid _Ok

HP..._O co_n,,_ "e , • r ,,._ ,.,,typically u_,cd,.richexiirnalhand prob_ Model "" --v .r l"lllnUl7 _,.',_tTl) lot lr,_ ,.d_. T;"il :,_,SpO_ ....

arid [he _o120_ is _,yDicalIv used ',_lr_ _x[urnaJ h_l/lci li/lle Of ;he ,"rl_l_t i: aont_o',:;ly " '"' ',_
prob_ Model HP-19OA, Thr models arc identical except rea_Jnp,may _= broulhi to zero at an) :i,m_ b)' _k,t te_.;
for th_ dettct_r and meier face, control

Two "D" size batteries po_r the instrument, anJ A 2hon_ outpul ;s ._',_v,_e¢...... _,'_ t"., _,_ ca'_t'_hcn..,." _r,
ip_¢i_J circuitry is incorporated to conserve battery life, Ebcrlin¢ Mo,_i 5K-I schiller, or t'ot coun_inl ¢velit_

wilh a _,caler,

II,SPECIFICATIONS

The spe_if'icalionslistedareappropnat¢fortheE.12OiE.120E when usedwilhlh_prof,=and cordhired,

l,Detector

_. Geiser-Muell_r Tube 30 mstcm' halogen quenched H_logen quen,;hed, lhin _,indow,
1,4 • 2,0 ml/¢m'

b, Sensitivity (_"Cs) Approximately 1200 Cpm per mR/h AFprO.,dmai_ly :$_3 ;#m pet mR,"h

C,EnerlyRespons_ See Filure1-3 N/A

d. Dead Timt Approximately I03 _i Apr.'rox;mai_];, ' 2,_ _,_

e, Housing Impact resis[ar,t plastic P_o:_,c:i_,¢s:,r_._nend c_p

f,Environment W_atherproof Wea:hetptoof

g, Cabl_ CA. 1-36 (STANDARD) CA- 1.36 (STANDARD)

h. 2_r Beta Efficiency N/A "Sr.*'Y: Approximat¢ii 35 percent
with end cap "To: Approxtmatel), 25 percent
removed "C' Approximately I0 Percent

2. Indicator XI :lnd XI0, >i¢l_;nil 0._, 5, or 50 mR/h (600, 6k or
(,_k cpm) for E,120, and JO0. Sk, ot $0k cpm t'or

a, Visual . E-120E,

(1) Scale lenillh' 2,3"/inches (6 cm) (4) R,_sponseTim_: Continuoutly ;_dju_tabl¢ by
RE3PONSE controlfrom 2 i=conds to I0 s,_condi,

(2) Scale Markini' measured to 90 perc¢i',t of final rcaJin_>
E.120', Dualscales,O to5mR;h with25 incrementsand
0.6k cpm with 30 tncrcmenis, (_) Lineartty: Within = 5 p_..r¢¢nlof full scale,
E.12OE' O lo Sk cpm wilh 2_ =ncrementi, typieall,_. -_2 percent of' F,S.

(3) Ranie,. Switch controlled mult.ipliers of X0,1, (61S,_turatic,n: E. 120meh=r *ill r_ain _i;i=d in

CItANC_8 I
, C.2i

-' - IIIIII I I .........
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MODEL E.120/E,120E

|
'"C_ i=rnml fields uP to at lelst S R/h whenusing a 4, _nvlrunmenlal
HP.,,O probe.E-IIOE no; specified

;x.Tenlp=r_tur¢,Th_ instr=m_ntiseper,_licm.,l
(7) Battery Dependence:Calibration shifts Ics_ from ...tOnFto .,.I40 ,F (,.40+Cto ++.60+'C)_vitha typic._l

than lO percentwith batter),'+ollalFPchan_¢from 3 to temper=tm'¢ Cbc,|l'i3tlPtl, o_' .0,I$ p,.rc'nt per *F (.O.2'_ l_
2 V (he',+batteriesto end point.} t+_ercen¢per+C)._,lax=mumtemp+.ran=re:cct'_,ient ,O,2:J ,

Perc_rx.'per 'F i,O4._p,¢rC:ntp,_r'C). _,
b. Aural=

The ba;t,+Otyp_ u_,+_li=.'nit_It,."Io'._,¢,':mp.+r_tur¢p_r,
(I) Cermet:or: Miniature audio style, t'ormanc= 'o¢,.:aut+eof Ietfflina] vottaiI': -+c',+r:a_,c:_r._if'.- ill

terna]Smpedance!no:ease.,_urprolon_ledo_.+.r,_tion.at
(2) Siltnal: One pulse for eachevent counted, low Iemperntures,the fol]owin,i, criteria ,_,rtSUilgc_,¢e(l;

2._ V capacltt_.,cl_,'coupled. Btlllery T)pe Usable(o _PNetad_e

C.Zn 0 'F (.18 "C)

3. Power Aikolln¢ -40 "F {.40 _C)
NI,Cd .,40"F (.40 'C)

+ a. _atter? Complement,,Two et|ch "O" $i;e bat- k,
reties of any typewiehvoltale be_.*e=nl.O _nd1.6V pc+r _. Mech_snI¢=l

ballery, a, $i,_e

b. Ba¢_eryLife: Dependson baHery type,_le, and Heish_,:6 _/_ln+.:._es(16.5 :m)
temperature.Nominallife wi|h newbalteriesnearroom Length:6 _,',inchestl +",.1cm}
temperatureis: Width: 3 % tnct_es(8.6 cm)

Type Life b, wee#he:With batterers:3 poundsincludin;_
C-Zn 300hours probe{l,4kill).
Alkaline S00hours FL+
Ni.Cd 200hours _,
(SinllI¢Charile)

II

3d, "'''--' _" ........ ...." ............:-....
e

"+ -:_:t i" ........I+-[-+_ +,,I_-+_.21Y_:.I_LII--.I--]__

,+ ii......,.......I_I....

'010 ..... ' - I00 .... ,0130 '

OA+M_, IS!lle_'lmeV)

Fi<WureI.;7. T)'pital ,E'nvr_)'t?espo,u'to./'£.120 ,vth HP.2?OP,o/_+P¢1043J,BJ3o/) I
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MODEL E.120/E.120E

!
SECTION I1

OPERATION

t A. DESCRIPTIO_ OF CONTROLS AND C. USING TItE INSTRUMENT
CONNECTORS

1. Starting

1, External (Sc¢ F;g_r¢ 2-1) Turn the swit,;h to the BAT]" ch:.'c_ po:,irL:,n_ T:-;e
a. Switch: Five posi;;on rotary swit,:h that turret; mete." should indica_= v,i,hla ',he Lq'4TT CA" area.

instrument OFF, checks bailer;,, (BA TT) condition and

s*.lect_ scale multipliers of X0.I, XI, X10. This number 2. Operation Ch_ckmust be muhipited by the meter reading to obtain the
proper field intensity, Place a check sour".e in a rep_atabl_ position adja_.,"nt

to the deter:or and move ,:he switch tO a tan._e rha,, gi,,e_b, RESPONSE: Controls response time of meter :o an upscale reading. Note that the rea_in_, it ._,:.n_iti,,¢to
the most desirable compromise between speed and the position of the source. The reading may be r,..corded
fl_¢t'.aation for the particular u_age, for futur_,r reference,

,_ c. RESET." Di_charg.-s integrating capaciT.or, Push the RESETb'_t:on and the .'.,.'ading should drop
bringing meter reading to zero rapidl,.. {c, zero rapid_y, _hen c}imb back 'o court= :ending ',_h-.n

, f'l _,¢ ="the RESET is r_l_ased. The RESP .... = m:._y b.-

d. PHONE: Pulse output for u.ie with ¢arphcne, adj,asf.¢d tO the most desirable com?rocnise ber,.a,een
get

speaker, or external :_caier, Mating connector is sp:_d 0f respon:e an0 meter fluctuation.
" Switchcraft g550_ F.

1_ 3, Interpretation of Indication,
_:. Detector Connector' Connection to Hand Probe.

BNC series c,._axia!, T,h, ;ne,er reaJ:n_ mu_t be _,'nultiplled by th_ _caie
fact'_r :c vbtam the prop.-'r number. The t']:.zctua:ion of

2. Inaernal (Se.- Figure 2-1) the meter is normal and is ca4ased by the r_.ndc,m nature- of radioac:i',¢ decay.
,.:: a. Calibration Controls: One control for e_ch range
:,_ which individually calibrate,; that range to agree with On the E-120, ei:.her th_ mR/h or th_ epm _cale may

the radiation field, be rea_. Prime eaiibration at ,he f._ctor> is mg,"h usingv,

a "Cs source. The relation betw¢,,t,n the two _,cal,.:.sis the
a',erage for the Geiger.Mu¢ller tube ta:,e_ in the E-120 in

B. PREPARATION FOR USE a _))Cs field. Thus, the cpra scale wiil be close (0 _tue

frequency and may be usedwithout recalibration. How-l In,;pection' ever, if ,:pro is to be used, and maximum ac,zura,.-'.,,is
desired, the instrument should be recalibrated using a

The instrumentshould be ¢he¢l,:ecl for physical frequency standard,
l damage.

2. Connections The E.120E is calibrated to read true puls,,frequency.

Connect the probe cable to the detector connector.

I
1
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. " MODEL E,120/E-120E

SECTION 111

I THEORY OF OPERATION

f A. GENERAL (See Figure 3-1) 3. Trigger

Integrated ::irc'.,.it .",.t is "",..... ,,:_ _o - _ : ,as, . C_.,...... _ .,..per,:.' 8

The high voltage supply de_,¢lops-,-.X_) V, which is applie_ monesl:_bl¢ mult:,'!br,uor ,,_h,:.,_c r>t,l_e ,_;d'.h is ,:,:-¢;-

tothegcige:tube,givingitt.hc properoperatingv(fl_age r,;oll_¢l e, ' - "
t

, When radiation reacts ;n the ,_e;ger,tube, negative pulses _rc Th_s time ,:o,',:,taa_ ,:, _:;ta,.,,z;he;i_'"b:, _,,.",.,::',in_ ,:t' Si_
generated. These pulse_ are coapled ira,.)Lh¢amplifier whose (scale :_¢]_c_::orl) Wi}JC.h _d,,!ec[s ,_ p.t:';;:',L_i_r ,_ -"I['_'A ;':. _"'(1_

the)' are amplified. They art: then coupled to the trig_:r cir- calibration controls form the R for each sonic, m,_l,:;ag

' cu_twheretheyar_conver!edtostandardsizepulsesof
the pulse _dius! i_2J¢forcalibralio_,

po_,er. Thesestandard pulse_ are applied to the meter dri',c:

_,ichconvertsthem to _tandard pulses of current, a,,'emges When 'h: _rig_er i_.iz:i,ia_u b)' ti':c _,_I_,:ff¢,r,.'_Q'-, the

thi_currcntanddri','eszhemeter. Thu_ the meter deflection is ou_pu_ at pin 6 goes positive and _ol,.is ,.,r,til _he pre.proportional to the average rate of rad:ati¢,n at the geiger de_ermined time _RC) elapse_.
tube.

4. Meter Driver

B, FUNCTIONAL THEORY (See Figure,,. 3-1 and 6-1) The driver Q5 is norm.d!y off io no carte.he flow,.,
throughMI ¢,%:n t,_. ' ',_' ,"""ix _d cu:-,rt_.r :_ 0:_ '_5 ,"arn:d On

1, High Voltage Supply _ent flo.,vs The a.mo',m_ofc,.trrea{ is detc..-rmnea/:5' Lr'.evoIz.
age on the ba_ ofQ5 and fi_evalu_ofR_. The lengthc,f(_'ne

The oscillator transistor Q! dr,._,esTI primary and gets its daal current .q_ws is d-.._trrdaM by _'_cpu',se ,J,'idLhof _
feedback' from Tl's red-orange winding. The volt.age is _rigger. This (current times time) fo:m._ a certain cnarg-.

,..,qstepped up by TI'_ seeondar)', rectified, filtered, and applied ,,_hich is transferred to ,... for each even" counted. C9 ,,ti_-
to Vl. VI regulates at q00 V. The current through VI _s charges through Nil, yielding a cer,.e,in average curre,",t
sensed by Q2, amplified and used to control the current d=i'endent on _.,: rate ,:if' input p_t_es Ch_g,ng '.he Fui,_
u_rough Q3. The current through Q3 control_ the bias le,,el _:f _idth of the tri.,_ger(i.e., ',_a._ging .ac,de,_or cahbration r-'c.t
the oscillator Q1, This tends _ohold the current "daroughV1 to setting) ct:anges the 'i_,er,:ge cu.,-rr,nt fbr a given input pul_
a constant value, regardless of baae_ voltage. The result of rate. This allows the meter to be ca],:brauu:ito re_d in m,R/H
_is is that power is no_wasted whh new batteries and will (or cpm) at r.he de,.ect_r.
still function with lower voltage batteries. This greatly
extend,., battery life. The response tlmc of ._,I1is ,.'on(toilet/by" the RC time.

con.:tanr of C9 and Rl6, the respor:_:, c,...,_:(rol.With RI6
set to ).,,_ resistance _he tir,._e c,an_t:x:_; i_ fa_;, a;}d at

2.._,mplifier high resistance it ig glow;.

Q4 amplifies and inverts )he ncg_,ti',,e input pulses
from the detector. I_ is biaied jus_ into cut-off so i_s out- 5, Phone Driver
put is near 0 V. A pulse turns i_ on and the resul'ing
positive output starts the trigger circuit. Q6 amplifies and in_,crt.; the ou{put pulse from the

tri_;fler, yielding a large amplhude oegat)_,e going pulse
which is capacitive)>. coupled to thePHO,V£ connector.

CHANGE 6 5
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, MODE L E- 120/E-120B.

SECTION IV

MAINTENANCE

A, DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY C. CALIBRATION

1. Batteries For maximum at:,,racy, l]_e inst¢:lrnent should b,_
calibrated und.-'r _he sara= cc.n,aition: as i: .,,i_l ):'.eu_ed,

The batte..nes are se.cur_ in h_lders on the ¢tched _oata Rde: to Section I.B. for eff_c:s of san,me #nero,y,
l:>t]!l_¢ batte.,ie_ &ore th_ holders. R_ph.:e by zIading me batter)' voltage, at:,! t=mpera_.:re Pr:c.'.e2 as f_'.:ov,_.
batteries into holdc_, making .:or'tam the.>,are centeredand
of the correct polarity. The red termina.l cover indicaz_ I. Each range l,: in_ivid_,_',!_ cahbratecl by a calibre.
positive lmla.ri_y at mat end. Care should be exercised lion control (A'.I, ,g,', X,';_; Repeat _.he procedure
when c,han_ng baaeries because, of the _ _ges on _e below for each range.
barte.ry holders

a. Position the ins_rumc,_t ,on a ,:alib:a_ion range _o
2. Etched Board the detector center is in a _el,_ ,".a, ,'-,..,pond)n_,'_"to n,.-,_r

three.quarter scale :netcr readIng.
The etched board and co_er may bc sepa:ate_ for

_rouble._hooting, Proceed as follows: b. E;;po_e the gamma sourc_ and no_e the instru-
ment readingS. Adjus_ U_c calibra:ic;: control for the

a. Remove the be'reties to proven( electrical range :,e],::¢led until tee n)ete; ind_catior,agree_ '+.i!h :he
damage during disassembly, field.

b, Remove the knob and mounting nut from the 2, Calibratlons i_, Counts per Minut¢_
scale switch,

If count_ perminute is eo be read instead of mR/h,
c. Remove th e two nu,s from the meter _tuOs. ,'hen calibration should be [o true frcquenc:,.,

Capacitively coupi_ a pal._e g,encra_or into the probe
d Separate :he board and cover withou: putting connector using a capacitor with a 1 kV or higher

undue stress on lbe wires, voltage rating. The pulse generator must ha',¢ a negative
puls,:, approximately350 mV amp'&ude a'_d frequency

e. For troub_¢,.,hootin_,place j_mpers from the co,,cringt.h_instrumet_tr,,.ng=.
meter studs _o corresponding points on the board and
replace the batteries. Adju.,: the pulse gen_.rator frequency to corre._pond

with approximt, ely threoquar_er sca',_ meter rea_ing and
f, Reassemble in reverse order of disassen:bi,.,, adj,,a_i tt,e ca!ibra_:on c,antro[ :'c, t_e - r. ,-..... a ,_, _d¢::_d ;anti!

the me_er agreea v,ith ',h: frequcn¢),, gepea_ for each
range (X,I, X/, X/g/.

B. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

1. Keep the instrument clean and dr) D. TROUBLESHOOTING

2. Replace the batteries when their ch_ck reading is Typical voltage:; and waveforms are given on the
below the acceptable level, schematic (Figure 6.1), _,nd component tocatio,,,,_ are

sho_,n _n Figure 6.2.
3. Remove the ba,teries if th_ instrument is to be

inactive for six months or more• Voltages are measured with a 20,C'00 9.,V, or greater,
voltme',_r e_cept the 900 V point. An electrostatic
voltmeter or volgne,.cr with lC_0 MP. minimum input
im_Aance should be use.d to check IJ',e9(30V; however, if
one is not av.,Alable a conw, nr.ional meter may Ix used for
an i.nd_cationof d_:presenceof high voltage.

CHANGE 3 7
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[
',SECTION V

I PARTS LIST

The fol)ov.,i.qgtable lis;._the tlec)ronie items incorporated in the Model E-12O,E 120Eand sl',m_l<lcon,,ainany _n

L,nle.,,so:herwis¢ ._p_cified, .:,allou:sof manufactuter_ ar,J manufaclur,..'rs' Fan
necessary for normal electronic repair, ' '_
numbersate _o beconsider,',dtYpical examplesonly. There ar,:.no restriction.;against usingequi_alent _ar',_v.i_hd',.:
sameoperatingcharac:erisgc.,.When ordering parts from Eberlin:, specif,.,rn.>:le/r.umbcr, ._¢,;aln:_mber,:ofcreate

d._si_n_ti_n,value,Eberlin_p.qr[number,ora_ordd_crlptJoni,'_hepartha_:_ur,_ferenc,.,de_:,._nati,:;r;.Eberlin,,'v(tIautom_.,,..,_,.,_:ub._(ituteequi,.,,'.qle_,r,p_r:_whentheonecalledoutby[t_em..mut::,c',ar_,'_,.,,,,,or,n_n:L_r'i_nO'a',aimbl_"

.%tANUFACI"URER A.',/D EBERLINE

REF DES1G PART DESCRIPTION PART N[:MBER PART NUMBER
"G "_AI Integrated Circuit RTL Dual Mo(or_ta MC_I)T,3,MCTIOG ICRTC,'}_:IU.(,-,

I NOR Gate or MCglOOBTI, BT2 Butler} Ml_in_"D"C '..el_ Ev_r_nd_,,_peE95 _.,_ i',_)
or ¢quivaten_

B._[ter_HolderKit B'I_1-14(_

._,_4, "_91'¢,D3 CPPF,_T3P.'->"'C2 CapaciIor 0047 _F, 10%, 1C<}V Spr,_gue''_ "" " • [..,.)

. 3..,f .,H[.)C3, CtO Capacitor 3 3 _F, 10%, 15 V CS13 CPTA _ "_ '_
.._

C4 Car.acJlor 0.01 _F, 1,6RV, 20% CT<LDD16-!03 CFCE'' .... '"'"'
• O._r".'_,,v kS)

C_ Cap2cllor O,C_I ),f, 3 kV, 10_:, C:mr..'dabDD_0-:02 CPCEIOIP3Y(7)

i C6 Capacitor 0._68 _f, IO%, _0V SPRAGL,"E192PE_29R.'_ C?PF6_IP3©i9)

C7 Capac_tcr 00¢_8 _F, 10%, 2COV SPRAGU'E !92P68392 CPPFO._3P3R(4)

C8 Capacnor 0.68 _F,10%, 35V CS13 CF'I'Ad84F3L(0)
CII Capa-'i_or 33 uF, I0%, I0 V CSI3 CPTA330M3F(1)

},., CRI, CR2 Diode "Zener, 3.9V 1N_,8 CR ZR 1NO,'-.'_(S)

" CR3 Died: 1.N41'.,_; CRe,_,lN4!.:,,S(,_

CR4 Diode ._ghVoJmg¢ _hcr.mn_c_;'ice_:I_c. CRS]""""'_'.. HX2SPD

Jl Phone Jack Male PanelCotmex{_;r Sv,.i_chcrah No. 5501 ?',tP CO.,.k_:!2(9)

Nil Me_er 0.50 #A (E-120 Face Jc_eil MM.2T MTPA23(4)
; S_,ndard)

Me_r face ONLY ZP 04"_2127(3)
1

- (for E-120E)

i Q I Fransis_or PNP 2NaO4 TROP2N4c_ A(2)Q2, Q3, Tran_i,_ot NPN 2N4124 TRSN2N41 -.4(.)"'_
..L O_,O6

Q4 Transistor PNP 2N4126 TRS PZN4i 26(3)
- Rl, R3 Resistor 270, 5°70,114 W R£CC271B22(T)

R2 Res;._or 62k, 5%, 1,'-_%%' RECC623B22(9)

CHANGE 8 9
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. ASUf. c'ruRFR Ea at.i, i
REF DESIG PART DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER P 4kRT NUMB£_

RJ. Res)sior 330, 5% l/4 W R_c"C331_"';t9 '_

R<2 Resistor 22M, 5_o, I/2 W _ECC_26B23r,0i
R_ Reslsto,- IM, 5°7,0,1,4 W F,ECC2i,'J_i322t"_,

R'/ R,,'_isTor 4.?k, .¢_.'o,1.,'4 \V ' R-:CC-,"_2'_,..(I.,""'
. ,_" "B2R:._ Resistor 24k, 5%, !'Z W REC:'..-:,_ 2_c_}

R9 R¢,sis_or 27k, 5%, I,'4 '49' RE,2.,=:731_22_3)
glO Resistor 2 _k, ._'.,7o,I/4 W r,,av.,.....,..,_,.,_ ,,

gl I Resistor " " __'<'('")_"B..,;.(_,.._k, _%, 1/4 W ........ . ""
gl" Rio, R}4 Po_entiomeler 10k CT$ (T,._.., ig.(,.B: P'!"CC,O3EU._"'(_,)

dR.R9167

RI5 Resistor 220, 5%, 1/4 W RECC221822(2)

RId Poten_ion:eter MIL.R.9,4B, RV6 ",v .. • .... "'":i')_,. I., CTS Series 3900 _'": 103_*.. _.

lOk, 20¢?o, )inear ta_er, 6r ¢quivaaent
114,32 x I/4 Long FMS CTS 42a.4.4
Non-Lock Bu._hing,
!/8 x 1/2 Long FM5
Flatted Shaft
(for set screw)

RI7 gesi,ctor 10k, 5_o,1/4 W RE,CCI03822f,2)

RIB Resistor lk, 5%, 1/4 W RECC102822(4)

$1 Switch, Rotary Scale S",VRO2t'(9)
$2 Switch, NO RESET Grayh;ll 30-1 S',VPBS(S)

TI Transformer Microtrar, M7120 TFH V2 (0)

VI Regulator Tube 900 V, "_%. Vicro:_:en G_"_B.9'._... ¢r TUVR'_)0(4)
_841

J2 Connector, Probe UG-1095,, u C:,',_.".;9(,0)

Probe Cable BNC-BNC, 36" long CA- ! -36113)
(STANDAR.D_

Probe,Cable BNC-BNC. 60" long CA-1-60_)
(O,_TIONAL)

= _ _ _ ,, -- __
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ll"_e ISU geaera_.s rae.a',uremeae d:e,a e-:,;eJ ,:,_ d'-_ d_ran.c¢ ",_ _ to(::_ed in front

¢_ataI_rm_l for tu-_ wid_ L%e-,e_a_r_. I£U ¢_.g par-_e_ 3#e se__/thef a_ a-_

2.0 i_/$T_tt ATION:

2.1 %'5dtj_ :be ISILJas is Jplxopdac,,e¢.a },o,a__13pl_:_li_ ll_ 19J _ ,._2_,_ed .ai_ a
sla..m.aardZ" I_tP]"d',reaa lot easy _,aalt.P, ic_. TLe l_;_,',d_:_ |1 2 deg,rre _mwiailh)
sha_ld I__ aimed as r_uanrrd_al I:,,ae_21ale_ I,%etmer_I _C

2.2 Co_u_ed ihe pOv,'er s,_,.-ce u,.£'_ _,",e¢oI_ coded leaLk. R"gO for f.| ar.d _..ACK
(or {-k lie s_e d_ pot,_'ay is _ r_-_rst4 _ &..ea_e m _e i_s_,amen¢ _-_ay_e_atl.

ULTRA SONIC z_ a_"!.:'Z...r_, ,,,,,,,:,,,,_or__._ow_.,.,_.,,,,J,.__m...
'-;-, LEVEL N_-EASURElvlENT co,_.,,,..,..ra.c,=,_ _., ,_ro_,,a.I'..)

lead (c_;_at si_nktaM the GUOElaad {:e_r_ to gro_4. F_ _ -IS of_i,_ (_f c_c___i),,, MOTION CONTROL AND

:5 PRODUCTS ,,,,--_,.,:_,,,,_,__ _o_._:
-- t'_. _URPLEI and IX- (YELt(3_ ae d',e signa_s tran_-.-m_iai_c_,_

bJ
,9 RX, (PINK] al_d RX- ¢C_E_ axe _e T,ig_ats _-Ke_r_ ¢O.-'nm;lcK_Jr,r_

J . aF,_,o.pd..lle Ira gl_-t_,.akler.I.,l

;_ COhTAQTECT/NOLOGIF.3CORPORATION Rs4es_-_.f,l
..

u, 15 _.t&_'t STREET 3.0 Pc_wE._ 0:'_;

3.1 I_g L_'w_,ol_ratiag and maki_._ rnea_,_em_t_ a_ soc_ a'_ p..'r_er ts af_dL Tb_
(o
,_. BRISTOL. VERMONT054-13 ;s;rltd_cal_dby a,q ._._cJ_b[ed_c_'ng frocn _e scnsr_; frd_ml_c, s_3[eC¢ its _P.[d,'hllJf¢'_31¥$:
. a_d 6x.. its analo R or 5_;a[ o,a_a..f :'._._.

,o 802/453-3332 ",,---i

•1 ° f&( taO_"t_i a;:.a
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ULTRASONICPRODUCTS

ISU-EN2 OPTION

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Description

1.1 The ISU-EN2 option allows two or more ISU's ro operate in a synchronized, non-p

interfering mode, located within one inch of each other. The ISLf-EN2 wtlI also operate as
a standard ISU when uotinterconnected as described in paragraphs 2.I, ",_.-,.":'nd ",....,."

NOTE: When an SPU is connected to any ISU in the LOOP to set _he HIGH ;'LOW
limits, DISCONNECT all WHITE.BROWN ro WHITE-OF, ANGE WIRES to increase the
speed of communications. Failure te do .r,_s,,vil!resuIr i_ s_ewer SPU data a_.,.,,.,s,,,<,nand
display.

2. Operating Instructions

2.1 Connect the WHITE-BROWN WIRE of ISU #1 to the WHITE-O_,k.',,'GE 7,'re *"1 .,% £.,_

of ISL4-#2.-.- ....

2.2 Connect the WHITE.BROWN WIRE of [SU #2 to the WHITE.ORANGE WIRE
of ISU ,#3 etc.

2.3 Connect the WHITE-ORANGE WIRE of ISU #! tc, the WHITE.BROWN W.rRE
of the LAST ISU in the loop.

2.4 Apply power to the ISU's.

2.5 All other instructions / sp.._,-ifications.,are standard ISU.
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L-L SENSE. THE FUTURE SENSE TIlE FUTURE"m

_U 2.] Commands; C_m,i_t_ds a:c codc_f as .__SCtlchaJaclers:

"Z" Preface to nod_ address.

COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL "t_ isum_a,u,e,.._d_ta_s,e1,,,_or,co_,_,,_
"_ te_ the CU_ut_l [O_,V _clpoir, t

I. Descdplion "k" sets the LOW _elpoirIL IO the (urrenl measurement.

The iSU-IOOl ind ISU-801 Series am. inlcn_led N_ecitically Eor_elworked applic;liO,'l$ in "B" returns the etj[fe_z HICH _¢._oir_f_
"mulU-dtOl.)" ot "ioken iin_" l_/pe oi muhiple I_aniducer i(,sialfalions. *_Aull_-d_olp"
applical_ons are based on Ihe _5485 elec&ric]l interlace and will uappoR up Io 32 "R" sel_the PIIGI-t .-,e(poinl to Ihe cu_renl mea_zemen¢.
nodes "Token P_" lylBe of ¢_lwoil( applications are based on {he R_;422 electrical
im_riace a_d will sc_po_l as many no(les as l_e syste_,'idat_ thtc,ugl_lau( requirements "D" relum_ the curzenl _clay "_.3FF° delay.
will allow.

"i" increfnencs _e "CJ_F"d_lay by I st-c, from O to S_.
An SPU _eeiesprogrammer ca_ be used wilh an i_dividual ISU Io display a,_d conlrol its
ope_aling paramele_S. "S" eelu_nsI,_e cur_'_ni C,_,L&lODE SlabS.

A lermirlal, cemputee or l_o_rammalble lo_ic COm_oller capable of ASCII I,,'O can be : _P Sel_ithe I,_AI. I_.|ODE (o ()i_l.
usecl lo display and control the operating pa_amele_so_ ,ndividual anti rael_o_kedISUs.

"V" sets the C_L _sOO]__o OF F.
Comm_J_ic_tiGns laetweem tIhe ISU-IOOI arid ISU-801 Se_ie_ are carried ou| over se¢ial

(_ dii_il_il lines urlde¢ lhe conlrol of a common protocol forf(_atte_l as ASCII dal;l "J" telu_ns RELAY Ico, i_ol _la[us.
¢-_ lransmilted al 9600 baud. The ISU will be identified by one o_ the olher of two
--.I add_e-lses. O,_e add<esswill be sedillized and uniqu_ Io lhe parliG_lac ISU and lhe olhe_ "E" ISU REL&Y I conuol e-able.

a_fd_esswdl be a wildca_d for use by _e SPU.
'_ "P ISU R[LAY !control disable.
h/ 2. Communicalion ]

J "A" returns RELAY I stalus.
_. I £1e,mical: 9600 baud. 8 bi_ data, no ii i

._: pa_ir/, 2 -;lop bi_. KCVi_JXM]R T_r._Time: .3mi rain. ', "C7 RElY I acCt.-ate.

__ _.2 P,olocol: The ISU must be add_essett wid_ (he oropet "H" RELAY 1 deacliva_e.
-- code in _(fer Io respond lo comman_ls.

ibis code _s"lbe ASCII character ""Z follo,,,ed "N" returns RELAY ") co,;rol s[alus.*_9 *
,, by the serial numbe_ ol the selec_l ISU.
.__I "P" ISU RELAY 2 control _.-nable.
-J Dala [s Izansmltted by lhe ISU on o_mi_a,_d.L,_I
i-- "M" ISU RELAY 2 c_IuL, I disaole.
-'- All commands ace iniliated b), lhe extemat
'-' device o_driver. 'K" returns RELAY 2 s_atus.

"J Commands ate senl 1o and inte(preled by ISIJ "q" RELAY 2 activale.
u', and dala is stored and/or rerudrn_d.
-' , "O" RELAY Z deactivate.
!Y'I
I]'i

--,I

,9
T'3 (XII_t_,QI._C_NOI.QGrESODRPOG,_OH15M_NSlli'Lq'gI_IOL_,_E.'iMO:_IO5.113(80J) 155-3._2
.J_ ', COt)I},QTECHhX_LOC4ESC_'_IPCflAIICfl IS_]N _,1P,E(t t_R;SIC_L_,_.qHc'_l105/43 (._02)463-3332
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" SENSE THE FUTURE i

3. Programming F.xa_ples:

3.1 Read Data: ISU Serial Nun_0er 345,6

Cemlroller Sends: Z3456:UiCR)

ISU Returns: 12345(CR)

3.2 Check Re/a), I Control Status, Disable ISU Control a_d
Acdv,ue Relay I/_om Cc_t,"all_.

Controller Sends:," Z34$6:JlCl_

iSU Returns: ONICi/J " "

Cemaolter Sends: Z3456:F_CR)

I:_U Rel_rns: OFFICP,J

Coa_ceoli_rSend_ Z3456:C,(CP_

ISUReturns-. ONICPJ

3.3 Scaling: Inches ---{RawCound X .007324218IJI

4. Consuh tee factor t,/or fu _ i_ocmation and pricing o,1 cucrend), availableI
. , supp_ sofrw'_e. -
.._

t---
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TGS 822 - for the detection of Organic Solvent Vapors

Fea_tures- _oolications:

* High sensitivity to organic solvent * Breath alcohol detectors
vapors such as ethanol " Gas leak detectors/alarms

" High stability and reliability over a * Solvent detectors for factories, dry
long period cleaners, and semiconductor

" Long life and tow cost industries
* Uses simple electrical circuit

.._ ..... . ...... .

]
The sensing element of Figaro gas sensors is a tin dioxide (SnOz) '
semiconductor which has low ¢¢ncMctivity in clean air. In the. presence of
a detectable gas, she sensor's conclu¢tivity increasersdepending on the gas :,
concentration in the air. A simple electrical circuit can convert _:h¢change
in conductivity _oan output signal which corresponds to _e gas concentration, '

" I
i

TheTGS 822hashighsensitivi_ytothevaporsoforganicsolventsaswell ,.
as other vo;ati!e vapors. It also has sensitivity To a varia_y of"combustible i :a:.,
gases such as carbon monoxide, making it a good general purpose sensor. _' ;j '
Also available w_th a ceramic base which is highly resistant to severe I
environments as high as 200°C (model# TGS 823). J. i

The figure below represents typical sensitivity char- The figure below r.=pre$*.nts typical temperature and
ac_eris=ics, all data having t_een gathered at. standard humidity dependency charac;eristics. Again, the Y-
test cond|tions (see reverse side of this sheet). The Y- axis is indica:erJ as _ans_r res,'stance tabs (Rs/Rc),
axis is indicated as sen_or c=_si_rance ratio (RslRo) defined as follows;
which is defined as follows; Rs = Sensor te.sistance ct. 30Opera of et,har,ol

Rs = Sensor resista-'_ce of displayed gases az at various tempetatures/hunddi:ics
various concentrations Ro -- Sensor resistance at 300ppm of ethanol

Ro = Sensor resistance in 300ppm ,=hanoi at. 20°C and 65% R.H.

S e,n sift vi _ Cha ra ct eri st i__s; _4t_.[ e__/_u..q__[_j_t_L]_ e._._"

I .. I __.[ i J t t /..__,..,.._t.i , - , ......... l .......................

........ q _T ] _ .......,_.._...:..,.:_:::::.:::.,::4::.:.:.::..:.._.,.,.,..:::1.............:_IL!_r,_ _ _i LiiZi[ i....._!Y...... ;' '_',............. ;....... ; ............. :....................... ' ....... .'--_r_ _ ............. _-- - -'-_.............. ? ............... r,"............ i' .............. : .............-L_ ' _' >; ;_;;; --;-i ;;_A_rl "_............"..............;.............."...............r.............;............."_..............;.4" ............. +.............. 4 .............. 4............... . .............. _"............. '+........... "4"
} _" ' '': _ _ ; i ; i;'t i ' _ i ' ' ,.. ._ J. ........... a .............. ,_.............. a .............. t. .............. &.............. d,............. 4._- _. . . , .......

1_ _-'_.,_'-w','_'"_.,.,"_ .... p,',"; ............ ._....... :".._,.,:'-_,'_",- 0 - ! " _ : } = _ /

J_ _ ; l t ." _ p
'4",,_" +, ',,_T:_,,-_,,.,_ ....... _.,,,_,,,b,;, :,4-

' ' ,,'" • , ' 2. ....... ._ ..... + _ , , "1"- ,., .............:..................,.......,.. ..o ..................... ,............................................ . ,,...................................-= _i_.,m_'-"<,,t:" _...., ,,,,-- " i , i :I}T 4.,
, t ; A _LJ

1 3,,,_,f • • .,. • , _ , ,,,

................................ '
.....'"" .........................' ' ' ' ..................." ; ' " .s ....:.........,:":":':::::"_:::'":.....::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,._..........4.

T _"'_' ',_', ,_ '- ...........,............,............_...............[..............:...............,.............-r
t ......... ' ""........' I,.,.,:.._,,.._.,.,.,.............:.................. . ,,,..:.,,:,,.,,,...........,_._.........: _ _ I I L l i............./
-.,'"' ' ' , ,'",, , ,,'',_ ..... , _ i I i I i t 1

_ _ i ' _ I" _:',_.','.'.',:',z:!:;:',:',:',::::::'y,:::::',_::::..'.:',x:';::::_:_:::,::_Ac_ton_;',k,__ _ ! _ ..... i.
"_"+":'"!'?"H'............'......._'"":'"_"."':'*+P"_------_'":"',:'_"!_0,1 --i........i I : j , ....- -i- :

SO _(_0 500 1000 _000 -ZO -I0 0 10 ZO 30 40 _0

Concen_'alion(pprn) AmbientTemperature(*C)
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_trueture and Dime n_igns:

- SnOzis sintere=lto fornl a thick film on

• , , _ whlch contains an internal hea:er,

I. -It- t cap:!U it!l ",_l _ Nylon 6B__ i31snso Ba=e:
v Nylon 66

i (2_ (_ Flame Arrestor,'
1O0 mesh SUS316 double gauze

Pin ConnecHon and Ba.!c M_,___H_!_ C{!L_kih

The numbers si_ownaround the sensor symbol in the circuit diagramat the _M___
right correspond with the pin numbers shown in the sensor's structare b';;'_,_L_____
drawing (above), When the sensor is connected as shown in the i3asic _
circuit, output across the Loa_tResi,stor(\'_) increases as the sensC_r's
re,sis:ante (Rs) decreases, depending on gas concentration,

Standard Circuit C__ndi_or_:

" _.--"-:_'2.:"7?__;?_:::_-,-._'_'7._.-- 7:_?-'Trr*_L:_ [7-'-'_:7!':T;77:,72_.:'_-'7??__I,F;_ :-:!"i_:!_"!./:.' _V'._"
-.:"_: "t:_":' ' 'c _',''/?:'. ";" ,"" "_" .......... "" i'_"%'_ :_"z_ "_." ...,_,.. :t%,j:_:/ :'.' ._' _:.'.;_.: 'U_'_c ._+'o_

• _'; ' "_' .' '_, .:'. ', :.' " " ..... ' C' _' : """_";'

,;,%-'k _'-C:, : _ "_. k"-=:";-".: .,,-,-,_-.',;:7-,-•-_. 7_" ;74 "- "---_ ....... :

['.!._._.i_il R..e _;| _1;'@.O;_._.ii":' P,.L Variill_l¢ "l_,i I Stow
Ii " : ' t. '","' '., .,.. -,. :. ,,_. : ",: _,;'_,' ': .................

_.!¢crricaJCh_racteristies:

...... _-_,*'T-.'T.",T_F''._; ._': ." .I''.T-_;_';":*: :'_r-;'i'Z'::;_; _ _ _,-;"- _4;;; .... i , '_, . _ _*. _ i",: ';f ".""r: :- '- .:.-,''-;, . _-,'" _'., "" " _'-;'T"':'."':';:;,';.;-:;" • C,'" .- " -'- :'-': 7:

.i1 i".}..::.: sP:e_cl_tc_,t!gn:,.:;"',-tt.(;rn: • , : "'' :"._:S)'rnb_[,................ ,.".... :.:Cottd4_qon.;:" ,"':_:...:,..:.

,.._$_.a_,or"_!es/st_'@_ice.:.:'i:";.;:.i!: ::;:- R.s 5r.r,anol at 3OOppmlAir lk.Cl -- IC,kQ
....-" ",' . ' i. " ':":'i : ' .-::i".i ''?:.::

'"_< :i_ ::":"-'-'-'-"-_!:77:7;.:;7..7':;7__;,_:;;:_i::i::::':
i,,!3h n@e Ratio: e:f,. :, _:.',,,: ::'_:.,:, Rs_ar _,_O_O_&4lr)__ 0.40 ._O._,L"_'-3':.:-"$(_nz6r. R:_si._:tun;__.%;:_!,.,.": P4/Ro _P&-(_;_at 5-c,_-_E?/Xi?)....
i....:.1.,.._':_'._;_.: i' '.; :',..'.' ::.".' L.'.:': .' L.'.' .:': ": ,"' *

_ -- _ -:,,,, _

i ._"-_.,_. ,. - - -' '-. _ .'._-,.., ,...- -% , ",'.. .,.._,
,," ','..i',.' _' i_....'_' ;:: ':..',i... ":.:. . O.::...:... _ ." ;'_:'4 ).:...,: ;: 'f'% q:-_

':,.H.el_.t.e_.Resisit_,_ic_,..:,_,,,:.,,.._:..._:., l_ Roomterr,per_tu:e _8,0 -"3,0_
' ::':'?<':,k',',_.';:' " .... , %.......... _....... .,. ,_.,._,_,w...: ....

,'_ ,,', "# • • "f ., '. " " : ,," ..;.', "_.,.' '.'. _,, • • ;" ": -., l

.:..Heat_4r:.Pawer_,_.::.L\.)•._.:.'_.,'!"..:,;.',,i_.;'j P, VH=5.OV 660row= _SmW
: :'_""" _.. " ":'_......... '":'_":'..'":, ;::_,__:';r_.,:..: .....,__r_Um .17k.t.t_n:. ,'...:......;........

S tan da!d..T..__.,.tC_ n djtion,._;
TGS 822 complies with the above electrical character- Sensor Resistance (R_,)iz calculatecl
isdcs when the sensor is +,e_:ed_nstandard condit ons as by the following formula

specified below: 'Test Gas Conditions: _O'z2*C, 65±,5%R.H. Rs_ ( v_. -1) x Rc
Circuit Conditions: V¢= 10.O_O.1V (AC or DC),

V. = 5.0=0,05v (AC orDC),

RL_ 10,Ok£1_+1% Power dissipation across sensor e!ectroa'es
Preheating period before testing: More than 7 days (Ps) is calculates by the fo[lOwln£ formL,ta:

i

IG;!:dOOT_f',.'81de4,B!_tL:';,Sui_&:,.5,75;:".q Ps ,_ -- ,

1,!i .;igbne.:;(zp8!.'.zs67:si ;..:r
I zs6."7 7"I

kF.V:8f)'2 C-40
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IR t/CTM.2 Spe¢ifioations

Addendum to IR V¢ brochure. Please refer to standard IR t,'cspecifications irathe
brochure or manual with the following exceptions:

Signal Output: Thermocouple type J and K (type T and E avai',abteby special order).

Output Impedan.ce: 4 K_ - 10 KQ nominal (depending on model)

Repeatability: ±t% over sensing range

Sensing Temperature Range: Blackbody (emi_.sivity, I) target temperature range
of 0° to 2000°F(.18 " to 1100°0] for all mcdets

Case Operating Temperature: 0° Lo 212°F (.18_' to 100°C)
(Sensor may be operated in ambient of 250°F (121°C) if air purge system used, higher
ambients require ai, or wa_.er¢oolh]g of sensor)

,t

Field of View: Nominal 2:1 (at distance X. spot size diameter is i/2 X}

Mintmum Spot Size: 0,16 inch (4 ram)

Dimensions- 2,45" length x 0.5" diameter (8.2 cm x 1,3 crn}

Air-Purge Adaptor: Brass hexnut .75" span x .312" thick (19ram X 8ram) inctuded

To Order: IR L'c.2-'-.","" (example: !R Vc,2,K-140F-3)
"J,K,T,E
e . ", '-i r_g8.6 F137C, 140F/60C, 180FIgOC,240F/120C,280F/1400,340Ftl 70 £.,;,44or, 2._-0C
""cable length 3 ft (.9 m} standard; actditional lengths optional

l

• , , ...... ......!

!

--I T'__'-'-'-" _, I! , I

•--.,_[ _ ."Gl"_ _ _".-" !°".,._,_-_ _- 4 _Xe_,_H ................ !

! i iii III I
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is insm_ the OP_-C_-C-J's _ s_a_edesit_=,equCesno 3.2 BATlrEIRYREPLACEI_ENT

3.21 Battery Lile
1. Commit ou_jz lo OMEGA-CJ 11t0_fSTRtlME,NT) _oread_, I

t--'i I _.,,, k_Zru, neot. ColPpe=wire e_e=_n= leads n_u_s(1.m_d fhe sefi-cocz_.uned o_,_z_y ;s a r_e_cu_/ce_l -- 1.35 ' / _t_locy

2 Con, zest. t_couple to ozher end of O_IEGA-CJ _TG RM4C)II_ o¢ cqu_w_t Ele_n I=le m Co,itm_J_> operaLv_-_ _
('t

[HERIMOCOUI_EL It thetm_ouple prol_ is =mrdicecny _c_u- fcdl-_,'_s:.

=-I
m OMEGA_3J. iris naoessary to use thermocot_ exz,:_-
w=msborn IJ_ Ihe_n_0coW.Jezo [he OMEGA-C J_ _, Aplpro_-'_le Lile

fhours|
3. I_AoveON_ slKles_d_ to ON to energize u_¢. Chr_cl-_iun_ 3UO0
4. The teadlot,-t instrct_en¢ w=k no_/k_dical_ the ac.tua! [elllpef- I_o=_Co_.stant3n 15('K)

ature; tmaf_cl_l by _ lemperalcse cha,_.le_ Coppef-Co,_ta_t_ JttO,';

Pt_tO% R_-Pt :;800
_U:)CES PL/13% Rh-P_ 18(k

ONIEGA-CJ _ an =agm'clai fesis_aa_e of up to 250 c.,h_. W3,a_t_% R-3 50.'_)

depen_g on caGbrati0_; _._retme. madc_z instruments _,'¢5% _e',_/:t6% Re 5PX30
ol h_h input resisr_nK:e_r;_ed.a_'u.:e|mu_ be used Io _,V/3% Re-_/25% R,_. _G_'._)

mntaizo erm_$. 3.2.2 R_placmg the flattery
Follocvi_ use. always mo_ Orl OFF shdesw_zch_oOFF
r.ococ_e_ the bailer. Tho indicator on lhe t,_ce of the _GA-CJ, e;_e_g_zedby depte_-

in_l the.BAT_EST pu_ bu:Zm_i¢_icaZeswhex_batter/replacer_._nz
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To _place Itl_ baltcf,+-ty,r_'rmm,_ the ccn.-,,_Idale t_ ,_:,._,+-w.,_-j t_

ll_l'k_ _1 sorew and sl_ap oJt me t:_tt_n/_w c.+mre,e_:l.pol,+,- " ./%`

_ty whetl k_aL_j _ iotdace_nt battery _..... -_ ._I-'rg "_l: '\

"! Fc,r ex_.,cgkJed sl_l-_fe ot fl_e rrt_rc.ury ba_ltery, a_,d .-tlt

SECTION 4 THEORY OF OPi_IiON ,_ 1 }_++_tA_.......................

i:,_'.;tP+,.t._+_._ T

The O_]EGA-CJ introduces an emt _nto tl_e cJrctm _h_+-J_ ,_,

equ_vJ_m( to am ice t_th. This emf is _egulated tw a t_++_,_t_e _.

s._mln_ res+slo+ (Rit in =l e_clrical _idtje =..e¢¢_.d+tsee F--_lu_ 4-11

,.vl'.oi_ compensales for a,'_=:t tem_,e.ralue ct-m_<j_s, _dWa,lS f,_U_._ro4- I. _tk_g [li._ptam
,'lll_Irlldl_ li£11_ill OoC _ _++F I'etef_rt.ce e,_alenz.

tm_pe+atum sensitive resist+ lRtl is tlmm+l_ .,a.+gtate_J w:l_ ,,'._$the arnlm._t (:_tmi,t._ratu_,l +_++rou_lar_ lr,¢ c,Jtl paeml+.t-_ varies.

t_ COld IL_l'_llOfl tTll, + the h,_e beim 3 m=et_z_.'tt by a t. 35 "; J tt,P._m_l_ +(_+_di'e+.t m_l,J_je appea,_, and W_lu_s _ +'_ror'++

ljy ;ntr_9_3t+cvj c_:_J." te.+S, t+_ilh tthe cold _J++Cl-x+. the theMmc_-
._ [:_ imtef_ _tself is _t_ll ¢mme¢l_-J to lh+ _n_l_t Ic_rrp_i.+i5 of the
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$E_ON 5 _N SECTION 6 SPEQFICA¥1OF]S

ItF_EtR_ENcET_FIAII'OI_ _ ill;c;: O"C ,-_ -_2"F
,'_ I. Remove _e cov_ pla4e tW unsc,_c,wmg d_e _ Ila_
is| couI__ A__:

f_dI¢II

screw Iocalod on the_ot theuc,_lI_ Fxjure5-H. , .d ._..-.-_
"' t % _L' lifo,. 15' t,_ J_C amoiem

" t %*+Ztru., tO" _.__O°C .irr_nt
LL.

:_ ...... ST_ irF.J_IP":_I_ -25_ k_ +75"C :,+¢,t_ut_amV_

..........._ Pt/ki'_ Hh-I_tr

V','-_ 26% F_

2. Connect CJ to the tt-.e_oco_)le i_ot_ and _e_Jout V_0%."_I_-_26% FI_

3 I_.ace0_ememorable mol_r_an ic_ and wa_ atm_t e_HER'V: t3._ v IV._e_y me+_y c_

4 Adjuslll_Z_POTEN_lEx:aledo_melxmledci_- _EetSlUI_S- H: t44 ,;5_,_) -, t- 4++_-

VcEK_I 12_ 13420 a)
5. P,_l_e co,._-rplate a+,l secure .,t_ s,c;m,*,_
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